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STAMP DUTY
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Mallesons Stephen Jaques, Brisbane

There have been some significant developments in stamp duty over the last lwelve months, not
the least of which is the passing of the Duties Ad 1997 (NSW).
Others have already commented on that Ad and it is not intended in this paper to cover that same
ground again.
What this paper is directed to is to look at some of the other legislative and case developments in
the subject but also to make some comments in relation to some familiar concepts which,
althougñ familiar are unfortunately, so far as the drafting of revenue legislation is concemed, far
too shadowy for the efficient administration and colledion of revenue.
Accordingly the paper is divided into four parts:
Part 1 - State and Territory Round UP;

Parl2

-

Share Buy Backs: The Coles Myer Decision;

Part 3

-

Beneficial Ownership: A Misleading Concept?

Part 4

-

Rulings: Are They Not Binding?

PART

A.

I-

STATE AND TERRITORY ROUND UP

LEGISLATION

Only items of potential interest are noted here.

New South Wales
State Revenue Legislation Amendment Acl 1997 extended the intergenerational -transfers in
section 66H so tñaf¡t now applies to transfers between sibtings and to the granting of leases and

the transfer of teases anO perinits which come within the guidelines approved from time to time by
the Treasurer"

There were also some amendments with respect to crop and livestock insurance and motor
vehicles registrations.
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State Revenue Legislat¡on Further Amendment Ad 1997 made amendments to loans security
duty as a result of the uniform consumer credit legislation. Further, new sect¡ons 97ADJ-97ADN
were inserted to overcome the potential to avoid duty on takeovers of New South Wales public
companies by means of a capital reduction or fights alteration of shares and the replacement of
paragraph (h) of the exemptions under the heading "Transfer of Shares' in the Second Schedule
which relates to share buy-backs.
The new Duties Act 1997 is set to commence on

I

July 1998.

Victoria
State Taxation Acts (FurtherAmendment) Act 1997 inserted a new section 137MC'Exemption for
Refinanced Loans" and abolished deed duty.
State Taxation Ads (Amendmen| Act 1997 amended section 674 to include de fado spouses in
the definition of 'relative" and amended section 137F to remove the exclusion of mortgages of
land from the credit contrads now regulated by the Consumer Credit (Vic{oria) Code which are to
be exempt from duty"
State Taxation (Amendment) Ad 1997 inserted new subdivision 5D very much along the lines of
new sections 97ADJ-97ADN introduced by New South Wales State Revenue Legislation Further
Amendment Ad 1997. Further section 63(3) now has the effect of including chattels which are
transferred to the transferor or related person by reason of an agreement to transfer real property.

Significantly, section 63 is amended in relation to agreements or afrangements which have the
effect of reducing the value of the property being transfened. A new section 648 introduces a
similar "Clayton contract' provision to that in other states in relation to changes in beneficial
ownership. Further, a new section 71 is introduced to grant an exemption of certain transfers of
real property used for private production to relatives"

Queensland
Revenue Laws Amendment Act 1997 introduced a new section 6844. This is the new section
promised consequent on the decision in Citisecuríties Limited v Commissioner of Stamp Dufíes

la/{

(95 ATC 4471). Further, the concession previously introduced for principal place of

residence (sections 69K and 69L) was deleted. The system introdueed by that Act was simply
unworkable.

Revenue and Other Legislation Amendment Ad 1997 amended section 54AB to reinforce the
Court of Appeal's decision in Suncorp lnsurance and Finance v Commissioner of Stamp Duties
(97 ATC 4826). Further, the land rich provisions were amended to refled the New South Wales
case of Mertune PU Ltd v Chief Commissioner of Stamp Dufæs (NSW (94 ATC 4458).
Body Corporate and Community Management Act 1997 inserted a new exemption into the First
Schedule in relation to a transfer of a lot in exchange for a sunender of shares in a community
titles company.

South Australia
Stamp Duties (Rates of Duty) Amendment Act 1997 inserted a new section 71CD to exempt a
conveyance by the official trustee or registered trustee to a bankrupt or former bankrupt from
duty, inserting a new section 71DA(1)(a)(1a) to clarify exemptions in relation to conveyances
between superannuation funds and reducing the rate of duty payable on gifrs of marketable
securities"
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Western Australia
Revenue Laws Amendment (faxation) Act 1997 and Revenue Laws Amendment (Assessment)
Act 1997 effected changes to ensure that the decision in Bradney Pty Ud v Commissioner of
State Revenue (Vic) (96 ATC 5130) does not apply, ensuring that duty is not avoided on a
conversion of ordinary share capital to redeemable preference shares and tidying up the
provisions raised in the acquisition of property on the liquidation of a company.

Tasmania
Revenue Legislation (Miscellaneous Amendments) Act 1997 introduced a refinancing exemption
for loans used for primary production purposes, any commercial business undertaking or secured
by a charge over residential property where the bonower is the same person.

Northern Territory
Stamp Duty Amendment Act provides a concession from duty for first home purchasers under
Home Start or Home Share Housing Assistance Scheme.

ACT
Taxation (Administration) (Amendment) Act 1997 direds that refunds of tax can be obtained only
where a court is satisfied that the refund will not represent a win or a gain to the taxpayer but will
be returned to the person who bore the duty ortax.

Stamp Duties and Taxes (Amendment) Act 1997 provides concessions on some transfers with
respect to superannuation funds and some transfers affecting de fados.

B.

CASES

1.

Void instrument not a "settlement"

Dalla Vecchía

v Commíssioner of Stamp

Dutíes

Pld)

(97 ATC 4356)

Facts
A Deed of Variation was executed which had the effect of adding a party as a beneficiary under a
Deed of Settlement. That party was also the trustee. The Deed of Settlement contained a power
to amend which provided that the trustee might 'by Deed revoke, add to, release, delete or vary
all or any of the trust or powers herein before declared ...' subject however to a proviso that the
trustee did not "have any power to revoke, add to, release, delete or vary any of the trusts or
powers hereof so that ... the Trustee ... may acquire a beneficial interest in the Trust Fund or any
part thereof. ...'

/ssue
Was the Deed of Variation properly assessable to ad valorem duty as a settlement?

DecÍsíon
The Court of Appeal answered that question, no.
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Reasons
The President of the Court of Appeal noted (at 4357) that clause 9.2:

'... d¡d not empower Mr Dalla Vecchia to add himself as a beneficiary under the Deed of
Settlement and it was not suggested that he had power to do so from any other source. lt
follows that Mr Dalla Vecchia did not add himself as a beneficiary under the Deed of
Settlement by the Deed of Variation, and ... the Deed of Variation did not operate as a
settlement of the property the subjec't of the Deed of Settlement.'
McPherson JA was in agreement. Afrer refening to the terms of the Deed of Settlement, he said
(at 4357):

'There is now a body of authority to the effecl that il through defect or invalidity, an
instrument is void or fails to operate at all, it is incapable of being assessed to duty as if it
were an effective instrument of kind sought to be charged. See Kent v Commissioner of
Sfamps ((1927) St R Qd 407-408) which was applied in O'Donohue v Comptroller of
Sfamps (19691 VR 431 , 443-444) and in Kem Construction (Townsville) Pty Ltd v
Commissionerof Stamp Duties (81 ATC 4147; (1981) 12 ATR 250, 253). See also Glennon
v FC of T (72 NfC 4181; (1972) 127 CLR 502) which involved a similar question but on an
appeal against an assessment of gift duty.'

2.

Employee share scheme app¡¡cat¡on dutiable as a "mortgage"

Broken Híll Propríetary Company Limited v Commîssíoner of Stamp Dutíe.s (Old) (97 ATC
4456)

Facts
The appellant had established a share incentive scheme for employees. Each year the appellant
issued a prospectus setting out the terms and conditions of the scheme. Those terms and
conditíons included provision for a loan to be made to employees to enable them to pay for the
shares. The form of application for shares incorporated an application for a loan from the
appellant. An employee was also asked to sign a blank transfer form of the shares subscribed for.
The instruments contained a term that if the employee defaulted in payment of any instalment of
the loan then the appellant could sell the shares by completing the details in the signed transfer.
The appellant advised employees by letter of its acceptance of applications.

The Commissioner has assessed a share subscription, loan application and letter of acceptance
forduty as a "mortgage" under section 65(fXc) of the Stamp Act 1894 (Qld) which provides that
the term "mortgage' includes:

'(c)

any agreement, contrad, or bond, aceompanied with a deposit of title deeds for
making a mortgage, or any other security or conveyance as aforesaid, of any lands,
estate, or property comprised in the title deeds, or for pledging or charging the same
as security and any instrument by which any property whatsoever is charged with or
rendered liable as a security for the payment or repayment of any sum of money.'

fssue
Did the applications and acceptance constitute a'mortgage'within that provision?

DecìsÍon
The Court of Appealheld, yes.
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Reasons
The reasons of the court were delivered by McPherson JA.
McPherson JA noted (a|4457):

'... that the loan agreement does not constitute a 'mortgage'within the technical meaning of
that expression, as involving an outright transfer of property as security for repayment of a
loan subject to a condition for re-transfer or redemption on repayment.'
But reference was then made to the terms of section 65(1) and commented (at 4458) that:

'... there appears to be little difficulty in bringing the subject loan agreement within the terms
of at least the last part of section 65(1)(c).'
ln finally deciding that that provision applied, the following points were made:
c

It did not matter for that provision to apply that the relevant shares were not

issued

immediately:

'lt

is the agreement to subscribe followed by allotment and entry on the register that
makes a person a shareholder." (at 4458)

c

"The shares subscribed for in the present case are, within the terms of section 65(1Xc) of
the Act, readily capable of being described as property 'rendered liable as security' in ...'
the sense described in Srnger v Wîlliams ([1921] I AC 41 at 49). (at 4458)

a

"... in addition, the shares answer the description of property 'charged ... as a security' in
section 65(l)(c)." (at 4458)

a

A mortgage within the meaning of the subsection can only be created if intended. (at 4459)

a

"ln the absence of any indication of [an intention not to create a charge over the shares],
the loan agreement must receive its ostensible effect, which is to confer an equitable
charge over the shares to secure the loan arising from the agreement to subscribe.' (at
44ss)

a 'mortgage'within the introductory portion of section
65(1), an instrument that answers the description of sections 65(1Xc) is specifically
included as a mortgage under section 65(1).' (at 4461)

a

'M/hether or not [an instrument] is

a

\Â/hether or not the loan agreements infringed section 205(1) of the Corporations Law, it
was not'.." a fundion of the Commissioner to be satisfied with the existence of an approved
scheme before proceeding to assess the loan agreement instruments to such duty as,
according to theirtenor, they ought to bear.' (at 4461)

3.

Redemptions of un¡ts dutiable as a 'rtransfef'

MSP Nomînees Pty Ltdv CommîssÍonerof Stamps (SA) (97 ATC ¿t523)

Facfs
The appellant was a trustee of a unit trust. Units were redeemed by the appellant. Minutes
evidenced the redemptions of two unit holders, Budget and Galarry, which were reco¡ded in the
relevant register of the trust.
The Commissioner assessed the register to duty in respect of each of the redemptions.

Ba
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lssue
Did each of the redempt¡ons constitute a
(SA)?

lransfef

within section 71 of the Stamp Dutíes Act 1923

At first instance the appeal was allowed, the court holding that the monetary value of the trust
property felt by an amount equalto the amount paid on the redemptions.

Decision
The Full Court ans¡rered the question, yes.

Reasons
The decision of the court was delivered by Doyle CJ.
Doyle CJ made note of the reasoning of the judge at first instance as follows:
c

a

".". because Budget and Galaxy each received the fullvalue of the units redeemed, neither
redemption increased the rate of the interest or the value of the units of the remaining
beneficiaries (or remaining beneficiary, after the Galaxy redemption). That was because
after each redemption the remaining unit holders held the same number of units as before,
and because the vafue of the trust assets fell by the value of the units redeemed. ln short,
the value of the units remaining afrer each redemption was not altered by the redemption.'
nothing was transferred to the other unit holders by the redemption of units."

a

"... the redemption did not involve a sunender or a renunciation of Budget's or Galaxy's
beneficial interest in the trust property. Budget and Galaxy each acquired, by the act of
redemption the beneficial interest in the trust property to which it was entitled, namely the
value of the units redeemed ...'.'

a

"... stamp duty is not payable on a redemption if the unit holder receives full value for the
units redeemed."

Doyle CJ however came to a different view (at 4526):

'ln my opinion section 71(3) is

intended to expand the concept of 'conveyance', which
concept is the basis of sec{ion 60 of the Ad. ... To my mind, the redemption of units at the
request of a unit holder can be described as a sunender by that unit holder of the beneficial
interest previously held. The redemptions have terminated the beneficial interest in the trust
assets as previously held by Budget and by Galary. That has happened at their request.
That looks to me like a sunender of their beneficial interest. By that I mean a sunender of a
beneficial interest in the sense of giving it up or yield it up.'
As to the argument that Budget and Galaxy had each received their entitlement under the trust,
Doyle CJ was of the view that that argument (at 4527):

'... is neither here northere. lf a redemption on request can be regarded as a sunender of a
beneficial interest, then a sunender occurs whether it is for the value of the interest or
something less than the value of the interest. ... The fact that a redemption does not alter
the value of units does not establish that there has been no loss of a beneficial interest.'

Further, Doyle GJ was of the view that the remaining unit holders' '... beneficial interest in the
trust fund was increased. ln my opinion the redemption of the units involved a termination of a
beneficial interest previously held by a unit holder, and resulted in an increased (although no
more valuable) beneficial interest on the part of the remain unit holders.'
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4.

Tobacco taxes duties of excise within sect¡on 90 of the Constitution

Ha and Anor

of

v State of

New Soufh Wales; Walter Hammond andÁssocíates Pty Lfd v Sfafe

New Soufá Wales (97 ATC 4674)

Facts
The plaintiffs in the first action conducted a duty free store in Sydney from which they sold by
retail tobacco products. Neither held a retailers' licence under the Business Franchises Licences
(l'obacco) Ad 1987 (NSV\|. The second plaintiff canied on the business of selling tobacco for
resale in New South Wales.

lssue
Were the provisions of the Business Franchises Licences (fobacco) Act 1987 (NSW imposing a
liability to pay assessments issued by the Commissioner, duties of excise within the meaning of
section 90 of the Commonwealth Constitution?

Decision
The High Court (by majority of four to three), held, yes.

Reasons
The majority of the High Court were of the view that to impose an amount equal to 75 or 100
per cent of the value of tobacco sold during the relevant period could not conceivably be regarded
as a mere fee for a licence under a regulatory scheme for the control of businesses selling
tobacco. Since duties or excise are taxes on production, manufacturer, sale or distribution of
goods, whether of foreign or domestic origin, there are taxes on some steps taken in dealing with
goods, the provisions of the Acl would be on power.
The decision of the High Court raises a number of issues:
a

what are the principles of the decision?

o

what are the decision's implications?

a

when one looks at some of the provisions of (for example) the Queensland Stamp Act, can
one say whether any of the sections may be invalid?

a

can section 90 produce unexpeded results?

a

how did govemment reacl to the decision?

PríncÍples of the decisÍon
One can discem two definitions of an excise:
a

'...

Duties or excise are taxes on the production, manufacture, sale and distribution of

goods, whether of foreign or domestic origin"; or
a

'... [Duties or excise are] a tax on a step and the production or distribution of goods to the
point of receipt by the consumer...' (at 4679 quoting Brennan J in the Phillip Mo¡ís Limited
case).
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But there is evident a substantive approach to the issue (at 4682):

"When a constitutional limitation or restridion on power is relied on to invalidate a law, the
effect of the law in and upon the fads and circumstances to which it relates its practical
operation - must be examined as well as its terms in order to ensure that the limitation or
restriction is not circumvented by mere drafiing devices.'

-

This really boils down to a question of characterisation:
a

'... Flhe proximity of the relevant period to the licence period, the shortness of the licence
period, the size of the tax imposed ad valorem and the fact that it is to be bome only once
in the course of distribution ...' (at 4685); or

a

"lf the theory on which the States and Tenitories acted was that a 'fee for a licence to carry
on the business' ... quantified by reference to the value of the quantity of [the commodity]
sold during a period preceding that in respect of which the licence is granted (the Dennis

Hofels formula) denied any impost the character of a duty of excise, the theory was
misunderstood. Such a proposition fails to take account of the important qualification which
Kitto J himself expressed in Dennis Hotels namely, that the exaciion is 'not in respecl of any
particular ad done in the course of the business'.' (at 4685); or

a

"The States and Tenitories have far oveneached their entitlement to exad what might
properly be characterised as fees for licences to carry on businesses.' (at 4686)

A possible test may well therefore be:
"... once a State tax imposed on the seller of goods and calculated on the value or quantity
of goods sold cannot be characterised as a mere licence fee, the application of section 90
must result in a declaration of its invalidity." (at 4686)

Decísíon's

Ím p Iíc

ati o n s

The States may weli however not be toiaily precluded from having taxes on goods. There will be
no excise duty if:
a

it is not on goods: Peterswald v Bartley (1904) 1 CLR 497), Andersen's Pty Ltd v Victoria
(1964) 111 CLR 353), Ha's case (supra);

a

not on new goods: Westem Aus'tralía v Chamberlain lndustries Pty Ud (1970) 121 CLR 1);

o

not on consumption: Dickenson's Arcade Pty Ud v Tasmania (1974) 130 CLR 177), Ha's
case (supra);

a

not on value or quantity: Anderson's Pty Ltcl v Vicloría (1964) 111 CLR 353), Ha's case
(supra);

a

not on a person: Anderson's Pty Ud v Victoria (1964) 111 CLR 353), Matthews v Chîcory
Marketing Board (V¡c) ((1938) 60 CLR 263);

a

not capable of being charaderised as such: Capital Duplicators Pty Ud v Ausfralian Capital
Tenitory @a 2) (93 ATC 5053), Ha's case (supra).
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Some examples
When one looks at the various provisions of the Queensland Stamp AcÍ, for example, perhaps the
following can be considered:
Example

Section

Valid /
lnvalid

Reason

Case

Conveyance on goods

sectíon 49

Valid

Tax on method of

Anderson's

disposal
Conveyance on land
and goods

section 49

Acquisition of business

section

Valid

Tax on method of

Anderson's

disposal
lnvalid?

Tax on goods

544

Dickenson's
Arcade, Hamersley
Iron, Chamberlain
Industríes

Company Acquisition

section
54(4)

lnvalid?

Tax on goods

Dickenson's

Arcade, Hamersley
Iron, Chamberlain
Industries

Hiring Agreement

Schedule

Valid

No disposal

Anderson's

lnstalment Purchase
Agreement

section

Valid

Tax on method of
disposal; tax on seller

Anderson's

Credit or Rental

sections
35-35H

Valid

Tax on method of
disposal; no disposal

Anderson's

section

Valid

Tax on consumer

Dickenson's Arcade

business
Motor Vehicle
Registration

32¡.

574

ln this area particular circumstances may produce unexpected results as is evident in the
decisions in Sfafe of Weúem Australia v Hammersley kon Pty Ud (No f) (1969) 120 CLR 1),
State of Westem Australía v Chamberlain Industríes Pty Ud; State of Victoria v IAC (Wholesale)

fty

Ltd (1970) 121 cLR 1).

lf a court goes looking for what it considers an impost does in reality, the result can mean
invalidity. For example, a receipt duty is not safe in that exercise:

'A tax upon the supplier of iron ore in respect of the receipt of money (or supposedly the
receipt of document) for such supplying was a duty of excise. The Act was the Stamp Act
1921-1968 (WA). Other States had similar receipt duty legislation. The iron ore had been
won in the taxing State, and the supplier was also the producen the tax, called a stamp
duty, was at the rate of 1$for every $10 received. To be precise, the tax was imposed at
the point of receipt of money, one of the elements in a sale. Through that medium the tax
was fed back into the overall sale, into the supply (another element in a sale), into the
goods. But the majority (and the minority also) went behind the paraphemalia of deemed
receipts: there was not really a tax on documents, the usual stamp duty. The majority
continued their peering. They went behind the adual receipt of money (for the minority a
liability arose at this early stage), on to the overall sale, on to the goods, and at last they
anived at a tax on goods ai any rate 'in effecl', 'in substance' or 'in truth'.' ([ane's
Commentary on the Australian Constitution, Law Book Co, 2nd ed, pages 680-681.)

-
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Criterion of liability is placed second to substance. Much will depend on the part¡cular facis of a
case which may get to the High Court - for example, if the relevant goods are new or used.

Government's reactÍon
The Commonwealth passed a number of Ads:

.
o
o
o
.
o
¡
.
r

the Franchise Fees Windfall Tax (Colledion) ACT 1997;
the Franchise Fees WindfallTax (lmposition) Ad 1997;

the Franchise Fees WindfallTax (ConsequentialAmendments) Act 1997;
the Sales Tax (Customs) (Alcoholic Beverages) Act 1997;
the Sales Tax (Excise) (Alcoholic Beverages) Act 1997;
the Sales Tax (General) (Alcoholic Beverages) Act 1997;
the Sales TaxAssessment Amendment Ad 1997;
the Excise Tariff AmendmentAct (No 3) 1997;and
the Customs Tariff Amendment Ad (No 3) 1997.

The Queensland Government passed the:

.
.
o
.

5.

Fuel Subsidy Act 1997;

ConsequentialAmendments(Act)1997;
Sales Tax (Customs) (Alcoholic Beverages) Act 1997;
Sales Tax (Ércise) (Alcoholic Beverages) Act 1997.

Transfer of mortgage and collateral secur¡ty within item (l)(a) (OlO¡

A Raptís E Sons Holdíngs Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Stamp
48241

Duties @ld) (No 1) 197

XfC

Facts
An instrument assigned property consisting of four mortgages of land and a security incidental to
them"

/ssue
Was the instrument within the concessional rate of duty under item (1) of the 'Conveyance or
Transfe¡" head of charge in the schedule to the Stamp Act 1Ag4 (Old)?

DecÍsÍon
The Court of Appeal held, yes.
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Reasons
The Commissioner contended that the concessional rate was not applicable on the basis that the
instrument not only related to mortgages but also related to a security incidental to them. The

Commissioner emphasised the word 'solely' in the provision. ln other words, to get the
concession the parties should have used two instruments, one relating to mortgages under item
(1)(a) ancl other relating to items under item (1Xc) of the 'Conveyance or Transfef head of
charge.

The court noted that (at 4825):

'... there is no sense in allowing a concessional rate for transfers effeded by two
documents while exading ad valorem duty of words to precisely the same effect they use in
just one.'

ln the course of its judgment, the Court of Appeal had regard to extrinsic material and the
purposive rule of construction refened to by McHugh JA in Kngston v Keprose Pty Ud (1988) 6
ACLC 226 at241-242) and section 14A(1) of the Acts lnterpretation Act (at 4826):
"The words granting the concession should be interpreted to avoid absurdity. lt should be
held that the concession is available where, as in this case, the instrument transfers only
property of the nature described in subparagraph 1(a) or in subparagraphs 1(a) and (c).'

Comment
But what if the ínstrument transfers property refened to in item (l)(a) and, for example, shares or
land or debt? Certainly so far as shares or land is concemed there could be problems. So far as
debt is concemed, if it is the debt secured by the mortgage there should be no difficulties since is
that not part of the mortgage? Or is it?

6.
A

Share opt¡ons in section 56C (Qld) company dutiable

Raptís and Sons Holdíngs Pty Ltd

v Commíssioner of Stamp Dutíes ßtO1

fio

2) (97 ATC

48421

Facts
The company was a trustee of a trust. Two issued shares were held by different people. Each
granted dn oþtion for a dollar to the appellant to purchase the shares with each option remaining
open for 99 years. lf the option was exercised then the price payable was a dollar. The
shareholder also executed powers of attomey enabling the appellant to exercise certain rights.

lssue
Was each option subject to duty under section 56C in the Stamp Acf 1894 (Old)?

DecÍsion
The Court of Appeal answered that question, yes.

Reasons
The President noted:

.

section 56C was constitutionally valid (at 4843);
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a

the appellant obtained an equitable interest in each share because of the rights it obtained
against the shareholders pursuant to the option document (at 4844);
since the appellant could obtain each of the shares for an outlay of a dollar in each case,
the value of its interest is substantially equivalent to the value of the share (at 4844);
accordingly, section 56C(8AXa) applied: 'VVhile it is by no means clear to me what is meant

by Value' in that provision, there is no reason to doubt that in the present case the
respective shares of [the grantors of the options] each represented half of the value of the
total issued capital of [the trustee company] or that the interest in each share which the

appellant acquired was approximately the same proportion of the total issued capital of [the
trustee companyl.' (at 4844)
Derrington and Byme JJ noted:

of

a

"'disposition' is a word of very wide meaning and the words 'disposed
words but extend to a disposition in a commercial sense.' (at 4845);

a

accordingly, when used in section 56C 'disposition"'bears no narrow meaning." (at 4845);

a

"... the deeds and their complementary powers of attomey have passed to the appellant
every valuable incident of ownership for at least about four generations. From the moment
the deeds were created, there was no realistic prospect that the grantors would in future
ever derive a benefit from, or be entitled to exercise any of the rights attaching to
ownership. ln short, in 'a commercial sense', as the High Court put it in Henty House, the
deeds effeci or else evidence a relevant 'disposition'.'(at 4846);

a

o

are not technical

the fact that duty will be payable again if the options were ever exercised was answered: 'lt
is scarcely to be presumed that the legislature would be discomforted by the prospect that
instruments such as these may yet succeed in increasing the receipts to the revenue
beyond the ordinary burden imposed by the Ad upon the relinquishment of a share effected
by section 56C." (at 4846);
section 56C is constitutionally valid.

Comment
With respect, the approach of the President is prefened. Surely, even though 'disposition' is a
word of wide import, how can one speak in terms of a disposition of a share which remains with
the grantor of an option?

7.

Section 568(f A) and section 56(16) (alA¡ no help to transaction

Thakral Fidelity Pty Ltd v CommissÍoner of Stamp Duties

(AIq P7 ATC 4927)

Facfs

T was appointed the trustee of a unit trust in place of G. T obtained Ausiralian

Securities
Commission approval on 3 May 1994 to an amendment to the trust. An application was made to
the Commissioner in April 1994 for a detem¡nat¡on that sec{ion 568(14) applied. This subsection
has the effed of excluding a unit trust from section 568 where the Commissioner is satisfied that
the trust will, within the subsequent twelve months, othenruise fall within the definition of 'public
unit trust". Shares in G were subsequently transfened. Units in the unit trust were allotted to the
appellant and other units were redeemed. Subsequently units were issued to over 4,000 unit
holders and the units were listed on the Australian Stock Exchange"
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lssue
Was the issue and redemption of the units dutiable under section 568 (such that section 568(1A)
did not apply)? Further, was the transfer of the shares subject to duty under section 56C (such
that section 56C(16) did not apply)?

DecisÍon
As the matter came before the court by way of applications for judicial review, the hearing was
before a single judge.
Muir J answered the first question, yes. The second question, yes.

Reasons
Muir J noted:
a

section 568(14) can only operate where an approved deed is already in existence (at
4933); in this case the relevant dispositions of units giving rise to the disputed assessment
was made prior to the approval of the Australian Securities Commission to the relevant
deed;

a

section 568(14) extends to an issue of units even though those units do not involve an
issue to the public (at 4935):

e

the words 'trustee of a trustee' in section 56C can apply to a bare trustee and can apply
even though there is no trust formally constituted by an instrument in writing;

a

section 56C(f 6) did not apply apparently because the dispositions of units and transfers of
shares were all made as part of one transaction (at 4938).

Comment
The view that section 568(14) is predicted on the existence of an approved deed is unconvincing.
It refers to "... within twelve months of the date of the approval of a deed', not 'the deed'. But the
subsection is so badly drafted that any view is defensible. For example, can the Commissioner
revoke the approval? \lúhat happens to dispositions during the twelve month period if the relevant
spread is not obtained? ls there retrospective assessment?

As to the new application of section 56C(16), the decision must be doubted. Surely that
subsection was inserted to relieve from duty the type of case there in issue.

8.

When is a licence really a "lease"?

Commissioner of State Revenue (Víc) v KJRR Pty Ltd (97 ATC 5079)

Facts
The respondent entered into a franchise agreement and at the same time into a licence
agreement with respect to premises but which licence argument confened no right of exclusive
possessíon and which recorded that the licensee obtained no proprietary estate or interest in the
premises. The respondent was however obliged to comply with all the provisions of the lease
under which the licensor held the premises. The respondent was obliged to maintain the
premises, keep them in good and tenantable repair, maintain safety, cleanliness, take out
insurance and enabled the lessor to enter and inspec{ the premises.
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lssue
Did the license really confer a dght of exclusive possession and was it dutiable as a 'lease'within
the meaning of the Stamps Act 1958 Mc)?

DecÍsion
Gillard J answered the question, yes.

Reasons
Gillard J refened lo Radaich
809) and said (at 5086) that:

v

Smith (1959) 101 CLR 209) and Sfreef v Mounttord ([19851 AC

a

"ln my opinion the High Court case ol Radaich and the House of Lords decision in Sfreef
firmly established that the court is concemed to consider the agreement in its context and to
determine the nature of the rights to possession created by the instrument. One is
concemed with substance and effed and not form. Words cannot change the effed. An
express term seeking to foreclose the issue is of little weight and will not stand in the way of
a finding of lease when on a proper construction it is established there is exclusive
possession for a term with periodical rental. Also a fador of some weight in the exercise is
a reservation of the right to the owner to enter and inspect the premises. This points to a
tenancy.'

a

Taking into account the obligations refened to above, the right in the lessor to the licensor
to enter the premises, together with the obligation of the licensee to comply with the lease,
"... the true effect of the licence agreement taking into account the sunounding
circumstances including the lease and franchise agreement, lead to the conclusion that the
right granted to the respondent by the agreement was an interest in the land which gave it
exclusive possession.' (at 5088)
Other lndicia in the licence. agreement also pointed to the same conclusion particularly the
covenant by the licensee to use the premises at its own risk and not being permitted to
assign the licence without the written consent of the licensor. '... the documents clearly
established the criteria which the House of Lords place great weight on in Sfreef y
Mountford, namely, exclusive possession to conduct a business for a term at a rental. ln
addition, the reservation of the right to enter and inspect is also another weighty factor.' (at
5088)

o

The fact that the licence agreement purported to provide that it was not an interest in land
was'... a pretence and does not give effect to the common intention of the parties" lt can be
ignored"' (at 5088)

Comment
The decision gives some direction in assisting the draftsman endeavouring to ensure an
instrument is not a 'lease" for duty purposes. But there appears no one element which
distinguishes a licence from a lease.

9.

What is "beneficially entitled" for landrich provisions?

Tokyo Cíty Pty Ltd v Commíssioner of StateTaxatíon WA) (95 ATC 4035)
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Facts

R pty Ltd entered into an

agreement to purchase land in_Westem Australia. The contrad
including a condition that R Pty Ltd would obtain unconditional
conditions
of
contajned a number
approval being granted and prior to settlement, the appellant
that
to
planning
Prior
approval.
town
acquired the shares in R PtY Ltd.

lssue
Was R Fty Ltd "beneficially entitled'to the land within the Westem Australia landrich provisions as
at the date of the acquisition of those shares by the appellant?

DecisÍon
The court answered that question, yes.

Reasons
After refenin g to Brown v Heffer (196Ð 1 16 CLR 344) and Legione v Hateley (1982-1983) 152
CLR 406 at 4+O¡, Scott J applied the reasoning of Malcolm CJin Kuper v Key-West Constructions
Pty Ltd (1993) WAR 419 at 430-432) and stated (at 4043):
Construc'tions fty Ltd to the present case, [R
pty t-iO] could have obtained an order for specific performance in the sense of requiring the
Vendoi of the Land to do all of the things necessary to be done to procure the issue of the
relevant title so that the Land could be transfened to [R Pty Ltd]."

'ln my opinion, applying Kuper v Key-Wesf

Scott

J also made reference to unreported judgments of Lee Henderson; ex parte

Harburg

(Queensland Court of Appeal, 1993) and Hussey v Oliver (WA Supreme Court, 1990).

"beneficially entitled" includes not only a situation in which a
purchaser has the right to claim specific performance of an obligation to convey or transfer the
äctual land but also tó the case in which a court would order specific performance by a vendor of
"... all things necessary to be done to procure registration [of the relevant plans] as well as
restraining the vendor by injunction in dealing with the land inconsistently with the purchasersright to sp=ecific performanceof the contract both in the special sense and subje_ct to fulfilment of
tnã condition, in the ordinary sense' (quotíng Malcolm CJ in Kuper v Key West Constructions Pty

ln essence, Scott J held that

Lfd (supra) at 4043).

Comment
It is suggested that this approach may find authority by reference to other ares of the law. But
where Outy ¡s or is not payâOte depending on how one tooks at this issue, it seems, bearing in_
mind that ihe relevant condit¡ons may not be fulfilled but taxpayers may have to find large sums of
money to pay an assessment in the meantime, that sections in Stamp Acts refunding duty if those
conditions aie not fulfilted, are a poor substitute for suggesting that 'beneficially entitled' in
landrich provisions should be specially interpreted to cover unconditional contracts only.
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10. When is a business acqu¡red for sect¡on 69H (Tas) purposes?
Zeekap (No 56)

Pty Ltd v Commíssioner of StateSfamp Duties ffas)

(9S ATC 4044)

Facts
The appellant agreed to buy a fishing vessel and equipment together with licenses and permits
held in relation to the vessel. The vessel and the licenses were sold subject to an existing lease.
The purchaserwas to obtain the benefit of that arangement on completion of the agreement.

/ssue
Did the appellant acquire a business within the meaning of section 69H of the Stamp Duties Act
1931 (l-as)?

Decisìon
The Tasmanian Supreme Court answered that question, yes.

Reasons
Notwithstanding that the appellant'... procured no present right to conduct a fishing business nor
did it gain any right to immediate possession of the vessel and its equipment, nor to the benefits
and privíleges conferred by the licences" (at 4046), it is apparent that in the court's view it is
sufficient to come within section 69H of the Ad that a party acquires the means of conducting a
business '... in the sense of owning the assets without which such a business could not have
been carried on and which are specifically designed for that purpose.' (at 4046) The faci that the
appellant had to wait for termination of the lease before the appellant was in the position to carry
on the business was irrelevant:
"The means or assets necessary to the eanying on of a fishing business were agreed to be
sold by the owner of them, subject to the temporary rights of a lessee to use them for a
certain period upon payment of rent, and the purchaser acqulre those assets and the
capacity to carry on the business at the termination of the lease. ln the meantime it was to
receive the reserved rent. Stamp duty is payable on the sale of a business, notwithstanding
the vendor may not be able to give the immediate right to cany it on. The agreement to
transferthe assets and the right to use them at the expiration of any prior interests amounts
from an agreement for the sale of the business which is dutiable.'

Comment
This case is of importance to sections like section 544 of the Stamp Act 1894 (aH) which
includes a 'sufficiency of assets'test to determine exigibility to duty.

11" When is there a change of "beneficial ownership"?
,SPT Pty Ltd

v Chief Commíssioner of Stamp Duties (NSW

(98 ATC 4084)

Facts
CMPI was the owner of land in New South Wales. Unit trusts were established, neither of which
was settled with any property. CMPI paid to the trustee ISPT an amount in excess of the market
value of the land in exchange for an allotment of units in each trust. 'CMPI then held a complete
beneficial interest in the assets of the fund of each of the trusts' (per Studdert J at page 4087).
ISPT then made offers in writing as trustee of the retevant trusti to purchase from CMPI the
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propert¡es. The letter of offer indicated that it could be accepted verbally and provided (nter alia)
ihai'once the purchase price is paid in full, CMPI is appointed to hold the property as nominee for
the trustee for so long as CMPI remains the registered proprietor.'The offers to purchase were
accepted orally. The truslee then endorsed the cheques it had earlier received for the allotment of
the èhares añO Cn¡pl was appointed to hold the property as a nominee under the trust.
Subsequently units were allotted to other parties and ISPT redeemed CMPI units. CMPI also was
removed as nominee of the trustee in relation to the lands.

/ssue
Was the Commissionefs view that '... contracts for sale and purchase of land, created by
acceptance of the written offers dated 27 January 1995, caused or resulted in a change in the
beneficiat ownership of land situated in New South Wales' required statements to be lodged
under section 44A of the Stamp Duties Act conect?

DecÍsion
Studdert J answered that question, no.

Reasons
There was no change in beneficial ownership on the acceptance of the written offer. The test
apptied was whethei equity would have intervened at that point bearing in mlnd that CMPI was
ttid only unit holder. Afrèr ieviewing what had been said in Stem v McAtthur (1987-88) 165 CLR
489 at 522-529) and Chan v Cresdon Pty Ltd (1989) 168 CLR 242 at 252-253) and in particular
Coran v Patton ((1989-90) 169 CLR 520 at 579), Studdert J was of the view that equity would not
have intervened on behalf of CMPI to protect its interests which, notwithstanding the provisions of
the relevant deed of trust, could have immediately been bought to an end by CMPI. Accordingly,
there had been no change in the beneficial ownership of the land on the oral acceptance of the
written offer.

Comment
This case is díscussed separately in this paper.

12. Trust var¡at¡on - value of trust fund dutiable?
Chief Commíssíoner of Stamp Duties (NSW v Buckle (98 ATC 4097)

Facts
The appellant was the trustee of a trust. The trustee's children were takers in default. A deed of
variation was subsequently executed effeding the rights of the children on default of appointment.
The Commissioner assessed the deed as a conveyance.

/ssue
Was duty to be calculated by reference to the unencumbered value of the property conveyed by
the deed or the unencumbered value of the whole of the trust fund?

Decision
The High Court ultimately ansnered that question, the former.
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Reasons
A joint judgment was delivered by the High Court. ln the course of that judgment, it was said (at
41 03):

'... in the present case ... there is no call for any refined analysis to determ¡ne whether the
Supplemental Deed is to be classified as an 'appointment' or Settlement'within the opening
words of section 65. The issue is one of identification of that property in New South Wales
which, by means of the instrument, was transfened to or vested in or accrued to [the
childrenl. To that extent only was there a conveyanoe within section 65 of the Acl.'
Later (at

41 03):

'ln the present case, under the Deed of Settlement as it stood before the Supplemental
Deed, no interests in corpus had vested. The Trust Fund was vested in the trustee,
impressed with such trusts as were created by or pursuant to the Deed of Settlement.
There was no hiatus or gap as to any outstanding beneficial interest in the Trust Fund. The

assets comprising the Trusl Fund were not impressed with trusts which gave rise to
equitable interests therein which were so extensive as to leave the trustee with no more
than the bare legal title. The trustee might accurately be described as the owner of those
assets, but as subjected to the equitable obligations imposed by the Deed of Settlement.
The second and third respondents had no vested interests in corpus but they did enjoy
rights to due administration of the trusts of the Deed of Settlement which a court of equity
would protect.'
The High Court was of the view that the Supplement Deed only had the effect of causing '... the
vesting in the [children] not of the Trust Fund but of interests of a lesser nature' (at 4104). Further,
it was not accurate '... to identiff the legal operation of the Supplemental Deed as a 'settlement' of
the entirety of beneficial interests which then existed in the Trust Fund as a whole ...' (at 4104).

The result was that "... the property conveyed by the Supplemental Deed was such that, as was
conceded an argument, only a minimal amount of stamp duty was exigible.'
The High Court made two other important points:
a

'... not in a
loose sense but to refer to security interests in, or charges or other liabilities which attach
to, the property in question.' (at 4105);

a

trustees right of indemnity: The interests of the beneficiades are not 'encumbered' by the
trustee's right of exoneration or reimbursement. Rather, the trustee's right to exoneration or
recoupment lakes priority over the rights in or in reference to the assets of beneficiaries or
others who stand in that situation'. ... lt is not a security interesl or right which has been
created, whether consensually or by operation of law, over the interest of the beneficiaries
so as to encumber them in the sense required by section 66(1) of the Act. In valuing the
interests of beneficiaries which are conveyed by an instrument, there is no encumbrance
which the Act will require this to be disregarded.' (at 4106).

as to "unencumbered value" in section 6ô(1) of the Acl: 'unencumbered" is used

Comment
So far as Queensland is concemed, there is no indication from the Commissioner that Revenue
Ruling S/D 5 is going to be changed. No doubt this is on the basis that Buckle's case is

concerned with what was conveyed whereas in Queensland the question is whether an
instrument is a "settlement". lt should be recalled also that in Queensland under section 2A debts
and other liabilities of trustees is to be disregarded in determining the value of trust interests.
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13. Limits of section 544 (Qld)
G E Crane and Sons Límited

v CommissÍoner of Stamp Duties ßld)

198

ATC 4l 49).

Facts
Two subsidiaries of Bums Philp and Co Limited (Hardware and Plumbing) conducted a business

of

supplying goods

to the public. Those

goods were acquired from another subsidiary

(purchasing) which did not itself supply in any díred sense to the public. An agreement was

executed for the sale of goodwilt and assets other than stock in favour of the appellant;
Purchasing sold the stock to a company associated with the appellant, Postruby.

lssue
Could stock be regarded as included in the description of 'goods ... appertaining to the business"
within the meaning of section 544(1) of the Stamp Ad 1 894 (Old)?

DecisÍon
A majority of Court of Appeal answered that question, no.

Reasons
The majority of the Queensland Court of Appeal were of the view that the relevant stock came
within the expression 'appertaining to the business: the stock was that which the owners were in
the business of selling.' (at 4156)
l'

The majority noted however:

'But that is not the real problem for the Commissioner. Only properly [sic] 'acquired or
agreed to be acquired from the owner of the business' is within the scope of section 544(1).
Further, only persons who acquire or agree to acquire a business are obliged to deliver a
statement under subsection (2). If the appellant is right, then the stock, although sold by the
same deed by which other property appertaining to the business were sold, was not
acquired or agreed to be acquired from the owner of the business, because it was acquired
or agreed to be acquired from Purchasing, which was not an owner of the business.

Further, if the appellant is right, it was Postruby which acquired or agreed to acquire the
stock and Postruby was not a person which acquired or agreed to acquire a business;
therefore, on the appellant's contention Postruby had no obligation to deliver or be a party
to the delivery of a statement such as is required by section 544(2).' (at 4156)
Later [at 4156]:

'lt is common ground that Purchasing owned the stock which was acquired from it under
the deed; the question is that which we have stated; was Purchasing the 'owner of the
business'within the meaning of section 544(1)?'
The majority held that none of the relevant companies had any interest in each othe¡'s business
and theie was no reason on the matedal before the court to infer the existence of any partnership
between them. Accordingly, the retevant stock did not fall within the description 'acquired or
agreed to be acquired frõrñ the owner of the business' in sec{ion 54A. '... it seems to us clear
eñough that subsection (1) shows an intention that only property acquired from the owner of the
business is to be included.' (at 4158)
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Other point made by the majority included:
a

Acquisition of the stock only could hardly fulfil the extended definition of 'business' in
subsection 7 (namely a transaction by which sufficient of the assets of the business are
acquired or agreed to be acquired to enable the person acquiring the same to cany on the
business) (at4158);

a

it could not be said that there were two businesses (at 4158);

a

the contingency principle as enunciated in lndependent Televísion Authority and Anor v
Inland Revenue Commîssíoner ([1961] AC 427 at 443) and as applied in Pacific Fair
Shopping Centre Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Stamp Dufies (1979) Od R 410) can have no
application where duty is charged on value of property, not the consideration as is the case
under section 544(5) (at 4160); this point was also found favourable with Macrossan CJ (at
4154);

a

the other important issue raised in the case was whether section 90 of the Commonwealth
Constitution prevented section 544 from validly applying so as to enable the exac{ion of
duty in respect of an agreement for the sale of a business and, in particular, in respec{ of
goods the stock of the business. That matter has been removed to the Hight Court.

Comment
The interest in this case revolves around what may be the outcome of the reference to the High
Court.

14. Limits of section 544 (Qld) -

aga¡n

Campbells Hardware and Timber Pty Ltd

v Commíssioner of Stamp Duties lQtø

(98 ATC

42731

Facfs
Campbells Hardware & Timber Pty Ltd (Campbells) entered into a Sale of Business Agreement
with James McEwan Limited (Receiver & ManagerAppointed) (McEwan) to purchase the goodwill
of certain retail hardware shop businesses, specified plant and equipment and other assets. The
form S(a) required to be filed under section 544 subsequently lodged disclosed 'nil" for the value
of stock in trade acquired. An assessment issued on those facts. Subsequently, the
Commissioner amended the form S(a) to insert a value for stock in trade.
Campbells and McEwan also entered into an ?gency Agreement'dealing with stock. The overall
purpose of which was to 'engage Campbells ... as bailee for the Vendors on a consignment
basis.'

/ssue
This case focuses on the meaning of 'acquired" in section 544 (Old).

Decísíon
Byrne J found for the Commissioner.

Byme J said:

'... 'acquire' and its derivatives [in the expression 'acquired or agreed to be acquired']

import to 'get as one's own'. Merely to take possession of goods is not to 'acquire'them as
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that word is used in sec{ion 54A. The evident intent of section 54A is to exad duty in
respect of anangements which, so far as trading stock is concemed, partake of the nature
of a lransfer of the property', as suÞsection (5) expresses it.
... The question is whether, according to the true legal charader of the anangements, the
applicani agreed to get the stock as its own. To anive at the ansvver, in this case it is
necessary to 'took at what the contract really was, and not at what the payee says it was'.'

Byme J held that:

'... in substance though not in terms, it was agreed that the applicant should become the
new owner.'

ln aniving at that conclusion his Honour took into account the following:

1.

Although the Agency Agreement refened to an advance being made to the Vendor of the
estimated value of the stock on the completion date, the 'ultimate expense the applicant
was to bear for the rights acquired in respect of this stock might have been more or less
than that substantial 'advance'.'The proceeds of sale of this stock by clause 10 was the
applicants and not the vendors; if the applicant received less from selling this stock then the
applicant suffered a deficiencY.

2.

The risk of accidental loss was to be bome by the applicant.

3.

The applicant was likely to sell to a multitude of purchasers where the purchaser would not
be aware of any agency.

4.

The applicant was required to pay for the rights acquired at fixed times inespective of the
extent of any retail sales.

5

The applicant was entitled to sell at whatever price it thought fit.

o

The applicant had the power to deal with this stock in relation to its other stock.

7

At completion the applicant took possession with the right to it indefinitely entirely free of the
vendor's control.

8.

The applicant was entitled to exclusive possession of this stock permanently and in
circumstances where the vendors agreed to the extinguishment of all their rights.

Campbells appealed.

Decísion
The Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal.

Reasons
The President reviewed the relevant documents: 'ln my opinion, the appellant did not agree to
acquire the trading stock by the Sale of Business Agreement and the Agency Agreement' (at
4279). However,'subsequent dealings by the appeltant with the stock such as mixing the stock
with ihe appellant's othei stock and ihe right of ihe appellant to sell slock to itself, meant that the
President concluded that the stock had been acquired within the meaning of the section.
Davies JA however was of the view that the documents themselves exhibited

a number of

provisions which together led to the conclusion that the Agency Agreement'... was in substance
an agreement under which property in the trading stock was intended to pass to the appellant' (at

4282), particularly the provisions relating

to pdce (by which the advance of the appellant

to
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McEwan was repayable in limited circumstances) and the provisions relat¡ng to the stock (by
which the property in the stock effedively passed to the appellant on completion).
Fryberg J was of a similarview.

Comment
Again the question as to whether section 90 of the Commonwealth Constitution applied was
raised. The court required the parties either to remove the matter to the High Gourt or to elect to
await the judgment in G E Crane and Sons Limited v Commissianer of Stamp Duties (Qld)
(supra). Although apparently the parties at first eleded the later option, the judgment of Fryberg J
refers to the respondent Commissioner making application to remove the matter to the High
Court.

15. What is "considerat¡on" for ACT Determination?
Lîon Nathan Brewing Investments Pty Ltd v Commíssionerîor ACT Revenue (97 ATC 50251
This case examines what is 'consideration" for the purposes of the Stamp Duties (Marketable
Securities) Determination 1990 (ACÐ"

Facts
Shortly, certain shares in Bond Brewing were transfened to M a subsidiary of Bell Resources. M
agreed to procure a transfer to a Lion Nathan subsidiary of half of the shares Bond Brewing had
agreed to lransfer to it. M directed Bond Brewing to transfer the shares accordingly. The
consideration paíd to Bond Brewing for the transfer of the shares was $697 million but the market
value of the shares was no more than $90.2 million. At first, in relation to the transfer of the
shares to the appellant, the Commissioner assessed duty on 50% of the market value of the
shares, that is, $45.1 million. Later however the Commissioner amended the assessment and
determined that duty should be assessed as if the shares transfened to the appellant were vaf ued
at 50% of the price M had agreed to pay forthem, that is, on $34S.54i million.

/ssue
Did the term 'consideration" in the 1990 Determination refer to the price paid by the transferee or
more broadly to the price paid to the transferor for the transfer whether or not that price was paid
by the transferee or another person?
Higgins J held that it refers to the consideration received by the transferor.

DecisÍon
The Full Federal Court allowed the appeal.
Miles J noted that Determination Number 67 of 1990 provided for the assessment of the amount
of stamp duty on 'the consideration paid or payable for the marketable security.' On that basis the

only question was what had been paid by the transferee. Since on the fads, no consideration
passed from the transferee, it was only the unencumbered market value of the security which was
in question and not the consideration paid.
Cooper J and Finn J were of similar views (at 5033 and 5040):
sharesl was Lions' participation in the joint venture. ...'

Ihe

consideration given for [the
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16. Limits of section 54AB (atA¡
Suncorp lnsunnce and FÍnance v Commíssioner of Stamp Dutíes (Qry PT ATC 48261

Facts
Two unit trusts were established with the appellant not only being the trustee but also being one
of the unit holders. The appellant acquired units in both trusts and later land in Queensland
owned by the taxpayer became subject to the terms of each of those trus{s.

/ssue
Was there a transaction withín the meaning of section 54AB(2) of the Stamp Act 1894 (Old)?

Decîsion
The Queensland Court of Appeal answered that question, no.

Reasons
Davies JA (within whom Fryberg J agreed) said (at 4838):

'The question which must be resolved in the context of section 54AB is whether the interest
which Suncorp has in the real property afler the transaction was obtained as a result of it.
This requires determination of the character of that interest and how it arose.'
After reviewing each of the steps, Davies JA said in relation to the payment by Suncorp to itself in
order to subject the relevant real property to the terms of the trust (at 4839):

'For the Commissioner to succeed it must be conect to describe what occuned by paying
money to itself as the obtaining by Suncorp of a beneficial interest in property and I do not
think that that is so. lt is more accurate, in my view, to describe it, vis-a-vis Suncorp, as the
restriction upon its absolute enjoyment of the property in consequence of its acceptance of
the imposition upon it of a trust in respect of that property in favour of [the other unit
holderl."

The President reviewed the authority and in particular passages

in Gartside v

The lnland

Revenue Commissioner (þ 9681 AC 553):
Gaftsíde is somewhat equivocal ... it is at least consistent with the conclusion that
each of the appetlant [and the other unit holder] have a sufficient interest in the land
included in the 'trust funds'to satisfy subsection 54AB(lAXa).'(at 4835)

While

Later, the President had acknowledged that the appellant obtained a
then noted (at 4836):

.new estate or interest' but

is of cunent significance is whether such a transaction is, within the meaning of
subsection 54AB(1)(a), one \rhich results in a person' that is the original registered
'\¡1/hat

proprietor, 'obtaining a estate or interest in any real property', that is, the lesser'estate or
interest'. ln my opinion that question should be answered in the negative. ... ln my opinion,
the evident purpose of subsection 54AB(1)(a) is to extend liability to duty to transactions
which result in a person obtaining an additional 'eslate or interest' in land, not to
transactions which result in that person's 'estate or interest' being reduced.'
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17" Share buy backs dutiable?
Coles Myer Ltd
April1998)

v

Commissíoner of Sfafe Revenue (Vic) (unreported judgment dated 30

Facfs
Coles Myer Ltd and K-Mart entered into a share Buy Back Agreement pursuant to section 2O6CB
of the then Corporations Law. The Agreement was followed by the execution of a Transfer Deed.
Completion was direc{ed to take place in Victoria.

lssue
Was the buy back subject to duty as a transfer of a marketable security within the meaning of
Heading 4 of the Third Schedule of the Stamps Act 1895 (Vic)?

Decision

A

majority of the Victorian Court of Appeal answered that question, no. Further, because

documents required completion in Mdoria, the Mctorian

Ad applied.

Reasons
Ormiston JA (with whom Winneke P agreed) held (at 12) that:

'Although the word Iransfei is not a term of art it is a word of wide connotation, to my way
of thinking it is the passing of rights to another, so as to vest them in that other person,
which is essentialto a transfer, properly understood. lt is not a mere disposition, a ridding of
oneself of the right or interest, it is the vesting in the transferee of that right or interest,
precisely or substantially, which is necessary to effed the transfer, as ordinarily understood
in the !aw."
Ëarlier in his judgment, Ormiston JA said (at page 2):

"Here no doubt K-Mart rid itself of all right and interest in these shares and received good
money for doing so, but Coles Myer received nothing overwhich it could exercise any rights
of ownership or the like in the future; it received only a paper transfer which enabled it to
write off those duties and obligations which the company had formerly owed to the
transferor and which it would othem¡se continue to owe to the registered holder of the
shares in the future, but it received nothing over which it was capable of exercising rights as
a shareholder, nor could it transfer any rights in the shares to any other person to enable
them to be exercised thereafter"'
On the other hand, Phillips JA held the transfer dutiable, saying (at page 23):
'Sect¡on 2068L emphasises that the transfer of shares is critical to the transaction and that
the transfer is effective upon registration - although the Buy Back Agreement itself is

complete when all the consideration under it has been provided. By section 206PC it is only
'after a transfer to a company of shares in the company is regilered by the company' that
the shares are cancelled and all ñghts extinguished.,

Later (at page 25):

'ln short, it seems to me that the Corporations Law, ".. does not deny to the document
which serves to attrad those consequences the character of a transfer of shares. The
document in question purports to be a transfer of shares and the legislation talks in terms of
a transfer of shares to the company by whom those shares were issued" The Corporations
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Law has itself adopted the transfer of marketable securities as the means whereby to
achieve, in the end, a redudion of the company's issued capital; but that being the means
whereby the result is achieved I see no reason to treat the document othenrise than does
the Corporations Law itself. Cases on determining the substance of the transaclion do not
appear io meet to assist at all; for the substance of the transaction is not in doubt. The only
qirästion is whether the creature of Division 48 can be recognised as a transfer of shares
w¡tfr¡n the contemplation of Heading lV(A) that is simply a question of statutory conslruc'tion.
... I am of the opinion that the Transfer Deed is a transfer of marketable securities within the
meaning of Heading lV(A) of the Third Schedule.'

Comment
The decision is treated separately in this paper. But it is still relevant to share buy backs regulated
by Division 48 sections 2064-206K of the Corporations Law.

18. When are trees chattels for section 3lA(sa) purposes?
Seas Sapfo

r

Ltd

v Commíssioner of Stamps (SA) (97 ATC

4535)

Facts

A transfer of land was executed in favour of the appellant. The consideration shown on the
transfer was apportioned between land and "trees grown and cultivated thereon'. The appellant
contended tfrai if¡e relevant trees had been grow on the land for primary produclion purposes with
a view to them being harvested by filling, docking and delivery to a mill.

fssue
Were the trees chattels within the meaning of section 31(a) of the Stamp Duties Act 1923 (SA) the
consideration for which should be excluded from assessment?

Decísíon
The South Australian Court of Appeal answered the questíon, no.

Reasons
Williams J delivered the judgment of the court.
During the course of the judgment, the following points were made (at 4540):
'VVhere a purchaser of land agrees to take the crops (then growing) together with the land,

it is a queition of construction whether the contrac{ is entire (so that the crops are part of
the lanä) or severable - in which case the crops are sold as goods (see Beniam\ on Sale
of Goods,3rd ed, at para 93). However this issue can only adse with respect lo frudus
Índustríales and not in the case of frudus naturales. Frudus industríales constitde an
exception to the general rule that things growing on the land are part_of J!t9 land-and only
Ueco'me chattels úpon actual severancã (éee nãnrns/ie (1885) 30 Ch D 485 and Australian
Sofrvrood Forest v AG (NSW) (1981) 148 CLR 121 at 130 per Mason J).
The possibility that growth on the land might be severed from the land upon the sale of land
and ärop togótner w-ithin the one contrac{ is canvassed in Pastey v Commissioner of lnland
Revenie
WS7) 11 ATD 485; (195Ð 7 AITR 292 (in the Supreme Court of New
Zealand). Where there is an out and. out sale of a farm from an absolute owner to a
purchaser then the crops in the ground pass with the land 'in the ordinary way'. However,
ihe manner of treatment of the growing crops in the contract may indicate that severance

Ñ4
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from the land was intended. Saunders v Pilcher [1949] 2 All ER 1097 at 1105 contains
examples of situations where severance of fructus industríales from the land may occu[
typically the purchaser may have bid separately for the land and its produce or the
purchaser of the land may have agreed to take and pay for a crop at valuation (upon a
defened basis) when the crop has ripened.
ln the present case, although a separate consideration has been fixed for the growing trees
and although the contract treats the trees as chattels forming part of the contract, I doubt
whether there has been sufficient to effed a severance from the land. This is not a case in
which the purchasefs entitlement to take the crop has been disengaged from the
concurent acquisition of the land. The contrad deals with both land and growing trees,
stipulates for one overall settlement upon the transaction and provides that possession
generally will be given at that time. lt appears to me that the Real Proper (sic) Act transfer
will carry with it the growing crops.
I will continue to follow through the essence of the appellant's argument that the pines are
fruc'tus industríales but on the face of the present contract I remain to be persuaded that (in
manner discussed in Saunders v Pilcher above) the parlies have severed the trees from the

land.'
Later, it was noted (at 4540):

"Fructus industríales are oom or other annual produce of the earth produced not
spontaneously but by labour and industry; they have been described (see Benjamin on Sa/e
of Goods (8th ed) at 175-176) as the fruits or crops produced in the year, by the labour of
the year in sowing and reaping, planting and gathering - for example com and potatoes.
Whilst growing in the ground this class of produce is not treated as part of the land but has
the character of a personal chattel which passes to the executor and not to the heir (see
English Hop Growers v Dering [1928] 2K874 at 179 per Scrutton LJ).
Fructus industriales are to be distinguished from frucfus naturales - being the natural
growth of the soil such as grass, timber and fruit on trees which are regarded at common
law as being part of the soil (see Benjamin on Sale of Goods (3rd ed) at para gl).'
An intermediate class of produce was also acknowledged (at 4541):
"There is an intermediate class of produce which do not produce a crop within the year. ln
such a case (where no crop is produced for several years afler planting or affording a
succession of crops before being exhausted) any crop afrer the first year is regarded as
frucfus naturales. The production of hops is subject to the peculiar nature of its growth from
ancient roots and its style of cultivation; in such a case, the year runs from the time at which
the additional expense is incuned which is necessary to make the hops grow (see Graves v
Weld (1833) 39 Rev Rep 419 at423 and 430).

This intermediate dass will include madder, clover, teasels - and in Australia, pineapples
(see Sfonham on Vendor and Purchaser at 44 footnote 1). However, in all these cases
there is an element of annual or other periodic profït to be immediately derived as the fruit
of labour.'
Having looked at these principles, Witliams J was of the view that (at 4541):

'... growing pines are to be charaderised as frucfus naturales..
With respect to the argument that the contradual treatment of the trees indicate that they are to
be regarded as having been severed from the land, lMlliams J said (at 4s42):

'ln the present case the intention of the Purchaser (established extrinsicatly by the agreed
fads) is to harvest the trees over a period of time. However, no common intention of the
partíes is discemible upon the face of the contract..
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19.

Share Sale Agreement not a "debenture"

príme Wheat Assocíatíon Límíted

v

Chíef Commíssioner of Sfamp Duties (NSV'/) (97 ATC

5015)

Facts
A Share Sale Agreement was executed in which the balance price was to be paid by instalments
over twenty years. The purchaser was obliged to grant morlgages to secure the balance and a
share mortgage and real property mortgage were executed accordingly.

lssue
Did the Share Sale Agreement constitute a "loan security" forthe purpose of section 83(1) of the
Stamp Duties Act 1920 (NSW)?

Decîsíon
The Court of Appealanswered that question, no.

Reasons
Gleeson CJ delivered a judgment agreed to by the other members of the court except on the
issue of the share mortgage and the real property mortgage.
Gleeson CJ noted that the transaction gave rise to financial accommodation but that it did not
follow that a loan was involved. Gleeson CJ was of the view that there was no advance of money,
there was no forbearance to require payment of money owing and there was no transaction which
in substance effected a loan of money. Gleeson CJ said (at 5020):

'The essence of a loan is an obligation of repayment. Here what was involved on the part of
the purchasers was payment, not repayment ..."
Further the Share Sale Agreement was neither a debenture nor a mortgage since it did not fall
within the words "accompanied with the deposit of ... documents of title.'
Gleeson CJ disagreed with the other members of the court as to whether the share mortgage and

real property mortgage fell within the definition of "mortgage" at section 3. Sheppard AJA and
Handley JA were of the view that they fell within the definition but because the total amount
secured was not expressed, duty was fixed at $5.00.

PART 2 - SHARE BUY BACKS: THE COLES MYER DECISION
Commissioner of State Revenue (Vic) (unreported judgment dated 30 April
1998) has already been mentioned. A share buy back was hetd by a majority not to be a transfer.
Cotes Myer Limited

v

A difference ¡n focus?
The difference between the approach of the majority and the minority is a question of focus:
a

the majority focused on the property in the hands of the transferee so that if the transferee
does not have the same or substantially the same right or interest in the property then no
transfer takes place: Ormiston JA and Winneke P;

a

the minortty focused on the property at the time of transfer and not what the transferee can
do with the property thereafte¡: Phillips JA.
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The majority was not able to quote any authority in support of their analys¡s. Phillip JA quoted no
authority in support of his analysis. Reference was made by the majority to Canadian and US
cases which, with respect, appear to be somewhat equivocal. lf stamp duty is still a tax on
instruments (admittedly a proposition which one now uses somewhat at one's peril) then surely
the focus is simply on the instrument and the property it transfers rather than the extent of the
ability of the transferee to use it in the same way as it previously had been done by the transferor.
On that basis Phillips JA is conecl. Perhaps similar views prompted the Victodan Parliament to
expressly exempt share buy backs when it enacted sec{ion 31 of the State Taxation (Amendment)
Act 1994.
But what if the analysis of Ormiston JA and Winneke P is conect? Does it now mean that every
time there is a question as to whether an instrument or a transaction could be subject to
conveyance duty that attention has be focused on the ability of the transferee to use the property
in the same way as the transferor and if there is in the hands of the transferee any lessening of
the capacity to have substantially the same right or interest in the subject matter as did the
transferor then no transfer takes place? What then is '... substantially the same dght or interest in
the subject matter ...?' Jf A sells land to B and B is the trustee of a trust then is there no transfer
on this test? And conversely, what if the transferee ends up with rights larger than the transferor
where the transfer is from a trustee to a beneficiary? ls there no transfe¡?

Rememberthat:
a

ln Allders Intemational fty Ltd v Commissioner of Sfafe Revenue (Vic) (1996) 186 CLR
630), McHugh, Gummow and Kirby JJ said (at 676):
"For duty to be attraded to the instrument, it is typically unnecessary to show that the
latter is capable of specific performance or even that property has passed, whether in
law or equity""

e

ln DKLR Holding Co (No 2) Pty Ltd v Comm¡ssionerof Sfamp Duties (1981-1982) 149 CLR
431) the transferwas held to be a conveyance; see Gibbs CJ at 443; Mason and Stephen
JJ at 452; Aickin J at 469; Brennan J at 476; see also Farm Produc-ts Cooperative
(Tararua) Co Ltd v IRC (1969) 1 ATR 85), Dixon v Chief Commissioner of Stamp Dutíes
(NSW (8s ATC 4718).

o

ln Suncoast

M¡lR

W

Ltd v Commrssroner of Stamp Dufies

proprietary rights were held within section 54(1).

ßld)

(94 ATC 4862), created

Purposive rule helps?
The purposive rule of interpretation now reigns supreme: sec{ion 33 of lnterpretation Act 1987
(NS\t|; section 144 of Acts lnterpretation Act 1954 (Qld); section 35 of lnterpretation of
Legislation Act 1984 (Vic); seciion 22 of Acts lnterpretation Ad 1915 (SA); section 18 of
lnterpretation Act 1984 (WA); section llA of lnterpretation Acl 1967 (ACT)i Commissioner of
Stamp Dufies (NSW v Commonwealth Funds Management Ud and Anor (95 ATC 4756 at 4759):
State BanR of New So¿¡fñ Wales v Commissioner of Stamp Duties larQ (93 ATC 5505). Does it
assist in answering these questions? lt is difficult to see how it does. Witness the difficulties Byme
J had in lhe Lamattina cases (96 ATC 4474;96 ATC 4898) in trying to dealwith such a rule.

What about other types of sections?
But if it is right that a share buy back cannot be caught by traditional transfer provisions, would
there have been a different result if an acquisition section or a Clayton's contract section had
been in question? See for example:
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a

sec[íon 54AC(1):

'An instrument effed¡ng or evidencing a change in the beneficial ownersh¡p of

a

marketable security or right in respect of shares is chargeable with duty as if it were a
transfer of the security or right.'

¡

sêction 54(4):
a company incorporated in Queensland or a corporation registered in Queensland
acquires for a consideration in money or money's worth any property in Queensland
and a contract or an agreement for the sale or an instrument of conveyance of the
property is not executed or, being executed, is not duly stamped with ad valorem
duty, then in the case of a company incorporated or a corporation registered in

'lf

eueensland, the memorandum of association of such company or the copy
memorandum of association registered in Queensland of such property and, for the
purposes of instrument of conveyance of such property and, for the purposes of
seAion 48 to have been signed or executed by the company or corporation and shall
be chargeable accordingly with ad valorem conveyance duty.'

Under seciion 54(4), all that has to happen is that a Queensland company acquires property. Can
there be any room for the sort of analysis that Ormiston JA went through for such a section?
Bearing in mind that a share is undoubtedly property, (or as Ormiston JA described '... a fascicle
of rights and obligations ...' (page 15)) there must be a serious doubt as to whether the Coles
Myei decision could be expeAed ¡n rélat¡on to section 54(4). Even Ormiston JA acknowledged
lhal Coles-Myer'... undoubtedly received certain benefits ...' (at page 17).

So far as section 54AC is concerned, as soon as payment was made by Coles Myer to K-Mart
why would it not be conect to say that there had been a change in the beneficial ownership of the
sháres? Ormiston JA would answer this by noting that under section 206P8(2), any further
agreement for the on-selling of the shares by the company is void and accordingly '... there was
thus nothing beneficially vested in the company as transferee pursuant to this instrument.' (page
16) But, to ãppty the test in the ISPIcase, surely equity would have intervened if K-Mart or ColesMyer had reneged?
Further, on the execution of the agreement between Coles Myer and K-Mart to effed the seleded
buy back, why would not the Commissioner in Queensland at least find comfort in assessing
unáer section- 54(1) as a result of the Court of Appeal's decision in Suncoasf MilR Pty Ltd v
Commissioner of Stamp Duties (94 ATC 4562)? After all, the agreement gave rights to Coles
Myer even though they were created rights.

out of these açuments is that the substance of a share buy back is one of share
The only way-(see
Ormiston J¡ at pages 16 and 19). That may be right but that is not the
cancetlátion
mechanism the Corporation Law adopts nor, it is suggested with respecl that a substance over
form argument can iupport, '... for the substance of the transaction is not in doubt' (see Phillips
JA at page 25)"

Government responses?
The Westem Australian Govemment on 1l May 1998 announced that the Stamp Act would be
amended '... to ensure that stamp duty remaini payabte on the transfer of shares as part_of -a
company share buy bacK. There has âlso been a ieport in the media on 1 June that ACT will
amend its Ad also, but, said the report, only to validate past and present assessments, not to
impose new obligations.
It is unclear whether other States will follow suit or wil! adopt the majority's decision in this case. A
fax to each of them last week has brought no response; because of the impending election, the
Queensland Govemment is not in a position to make an assessment on this issue.
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"Matter or thing" in Victoria?
The other point of interest was whether the transfer document related 'to a matter orthing done or
to be done in Victoria" within the meaning of section 17(4) oÍ the Stamps Ad. Ormiston JA and
\Mnneke P agreed with the analysis of Phillips JA on this issue.
After looking at the decisions in Ansett Transport Industries (Operations) Pty Ud v Comptroller of
Sfamps 019831 2 VR 305 and 308-310) and ACI Resources Limited v Commissloner of Stamp
Duties (NSV\| (1986) 86 ATR 4810 to 4812), Phillips JA was of the view (at page 26):

'... the transfer document does relate to a matter or thing done in Mctoria because it was
part and parcel of the completion which was required in Melboume by the Buy Back
Agreement. Completion involved a number of things including payment of the purchase
money and delivery of the executed transfer, with the script. Completion was the 'matter or
thing done or to be done' in Victoria and even if the Transfer Deed cannot be said to relate
to its own delivery, the Transfer Deed did relate to the otherthings which were to be done in
conjunction with its delivery by way of completion. Put shortly, the Transfer Deed related to

the payment of the purchase money and delivery of the script and on that ground I think
that his Honour did not en in concluding that sect¡on 17(4) applied.'

PART 3 - BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP: A MISLEADTNG CONCEPT?
It is a familiar drafting technique not only for stamp duty but for other revenues to make exigibility
to duty or tax dependent upon the change in the beneficial ownership of some item of property
(eg section 544C, Stamp Act 1894 (Qld); sections 44-44F of Stamp Duties Act (NSW); sections
59 and 644 of Stamps Act 1958 Mc); sections 49F-56 of Stamp Duties Act 1987 (ACT); sections
834-83F of Stamp Duty Ad (NÐ; see also for example sections 50J, 50K, 634, 804, 808,
160ZNM, 1602X of lncome Tax Assessment Ad).

The Duties Act 1997 (NSW retains the concept. For example:

section 8(3) 'Declaration of Trust": certain declarations can fafl within the definition '...
although the beneficial owner of the property ... may not have joined in or assented to the
declaration';
a

section 11(f) "a relevant interest": beneficial ownership in respect of certain shares comes
within the definition.

"Beneficial ownership" is not an unfamiliar concept for lawyers (see 'Beneficial Ownership', Robin
Speed, Australian Tax Review, volume 26, pages 34-50; 'Some Thoughts on Beneficial lnterests

and Beneficial Ownership in Revenue Lavy'", Margaret Stone and Vanessa Lesnie, UNSW Law
Joumal, volume 19, pages 181-192). Most times it is unnecessary to concem oneself about its
actual nature and its identifying features.

¡SPT case
But where exigibility to duty or tax is made not just dependent upon its presence or absence but
also on a change, the nature and extent of the concept has to be fathomed. This was the issue in
point in ISPT Pty Lfd as trustee of the /SPI Coles Myer (Forster) Property Trusf (No 1) v Chief

Commissioner of Stamp Duties; ISPT Pty Lfd as truslee of the tSPf Coles Myer (Eastgate)
Property Trust (No 1) v Chief Commissíoner of Stamp Dufies (98 ATC 4084).

As has already been seen earlier in this paper, in holding that, where the trustee of a unit trust (all
of lhe units of which are held by C) offers in writing to acquire property from C with the offer being
orally accepted, there is no change of beneficial ownership for the purposes of sec{ion 44A of the
Stamp Duties Act 1920 (NSV\|.
Studdert J applied the test of whether equity would have intervened on behalf of C"
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Gonversely, where equity will intervene to protect an interest, is there then a change in the_
O"nr¡.¡rl ównership oï the relevant property or part of that property? lf so, is that the only test of
when a change takes Place?
Many times we are told that it is dangerous to interpret a provision in a statute by reference to
in which that expression may be used particularly in other legislation. But what
ãnìti,ri
"ontext
do? There is no definition of 'beneficial ownership' in any of the State or Tenitories
are we to
rtamp duty legislation in which it is used, there is no definition in the lncome To< Assessment Act
ánã t'n"re ís õrtainly no definition in the dictionary to the Duties Act 1997. So one is forced to look
at all of the cases in which the expression has been used or defined if one is to get an idea of
tnrrãi tn¡r expression means. The åpproach taken by Studdert J in the lSPr case is authority for
one to do exactlY that.
"

Beneficial" and "ownershiP"

Can the answer be found by looking at each of the two words 'beneficial" and 'ownership"?
So far as "ownership" is concemed, afler reviewing Roman and English law, Robin Speed (supra)
commented (at page 46):

.There does not appear to be any satisfactory judicial definition of ownership. The common
tawyers, like the'ioman lawyers and equity lawyers, wisely refrain from the definition'
preiening to proceed from case to case on an hoc basis, concentrating on practical
remedieJ rather than abstract notions. \Mthout a definition of ownership any consideration
of beneficial ownership is likely to lead to enor; the danger is to concentrate on 'beneficial'
when'owner' remains undefined."
The obscurity

of

just what is'ownership' in our law is familiar.

What about "beneficial" then?
It is used in a lot of contexts in the taw. For example, one comes across 'beneficial enjoyment' of
property by a successor (see Succession Duty Ad 1853 section 21), 'beneficial occupation' of an

bccbp¡ér ássessable to þoor rate under the Statute of Elizabeth (see DewsÞury.Waterworks
eoai¿ v penistone 17 O'BD 384), 'beneficial occupation of a burial ground' (see Vtlnsfanley v
;beneficially entitled" in relation to settled land (see Settled Land
North Manchesfer[1910] AC Ð,

1882 section 2(5)); "báneficial inteiests", 'beneficiatly interested', 'beneficial ownef,
Act
;Oãnefrcialy

owned" aré'ãqually common. lt is also quite familiar for the expression 'beneficial
ownership"- or "beneficiat interest" to be used in place of 'equitable ownership" or 'equitable
interest".

.Beneficiat" is,

for example, defined in The Australían Concise Ortord Dlctionary

University Press,

1

(Oxford

987):

"beneficial (-shal) a. advantageous, (Law) of, or having, the use or benef¡t of property etc;
hence

=LY'

The most that one gets out of a review of some of the cases where 'beneficial ownership' is used
is that'beneficial" refers to enjoyment see Commíssioner of Stamp Duties, (Old) Livingstone
(19651 AC 694); DKLR HoHnó Co No 2) Pty LÍd v commissioner of stamp Duties wsry)
(ry
4025);
iþsar-rsaz) r4ä cLR asÐ; colmptrotier of Stañps $ic) vYelowco Five Ptv tfd alsoATG
and
Stone
see
4084);
(98
ATc
ièpf ny Ltâ v Chief Comm¡ssioier of Stamp out¡eå tÑSvVl
Lesnie (supra) at page 182.

y
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One is tempted to think in terms of categorising the various interests and rights into:
a

legal: ownership, interest and right;

a

equ¡table: ownersh¡p, interest and fight.

lf that is right then is 'beneficial ownership" something which can be common to both law and
equity so that one can talk in terms of 'legal beneficial ownership' or 'equitabte beneficial
ownership'?
To try to categorise the different interests in law or in equity in such a way no doubt is an over
simplification and misleading. lts utility would also need to be questioned. The purpose of trying to
do something like that however is to try to get a pidure in one's mind of just what it is that the
cases have thrown up and to try to get to a stage where one has some confidence that one
understands what a concept like 'beneficial ownership" really means. lt is only when that stage
has been reached that one can then tum to the relevant legislation to see whether it is likely that
that is what the draftsman of the section intended or whether perhaps there is some other special
meaning to be applied in the context of that piece of revenue legislation (see for example, the
approach of Gummow J in Hepples v FC of f 90 ATC 4497 at4512-4517). Surely if one's taxation
is dependent on such a tax trigger, such an exercise is fundamental"

Some examples and theories
It is not intended in this paper to canvass all of the cases and all of the threads of argument which
have been advanced in Australia and in England on this question. A number of points can be

made:
a

can the legal owner of property be described as the 'beneficial owner"? The answer would
appear to be, yes: ln re Vanderwell3 lrusfs (No 2) (1974) Ch 269 at 291); Curry v
Hamilton ([1984] NS\¡/LR 687 at 690); Mason J in DKLR Holding Co (No 2) Pty Ltd v
Commissioner of Stamp Duties (NSW (1981-1982) 149 CLR 431 at 461); J Sainsbury Plc
v O'Connor ([19911 I ì /LR 963); Adele Grace Pty Lfd v Commissioner of Land Tax (Í19771
2 NSWLR 382);

I

a

can the 'beneficial ownef of property be a person acting in a fiduciary capacity? The
answer would appear to be, yes: In re Robeft Roulsfon's Irusfs (1888) 21 LRI 503);

a

can an equitable owner be a 'beneficial ownef? The answer is, yes, at least in some
conte*s: J Sainsbury PLC v O'Connor ([19911 I WLR 963); but, no in others: see
Brooklands Selanger Holdings Ltd v IRC ([19701 2 All ER 76 at 91);

a

does legal ownership always carry with it 'beneficial ownership"? The answer would appear
to be no: Brown v Hetrer ((196Ð 116 CLR 344 and 349); CAC v Australian Sofri¡'tood Fores't
Pty Ud ([19781 1 NSWLR 150 at 159); for example, where equity will order specific
performance of an unconditional contract of sale; see also Brennan J, in DKLR (supra) at
473: McWillíams v McWilliams Wnes W Ud (1964) 114 CLR 656); Pamay Estates Ud v
/RC (1958) 45 TC 135): KLDE Pty Ud v Commissioner of Stamp Duties lQ/d, (1983) f 55
CLR 288) Aust-Wide Management Ltd v Chíef Commrssibner ot Stamp Duties (NSW P2
ATC 4740 at4746);

a

if 'beneficial ownership' can be held by someone who is not the legal owner because equity
will intervene, does it always apply where equity will intervene? The ansv/er would appear
to be, no: Legione v Hateley (1983) 152 CLR 406 at 446): The Commissioner of Stamp
Duties Qld) v Livíngstone ([19651 AC 694); Jessrba Holdings Pty Ud v Anglican Property
Trust (Sydney) (1992127 NSI /l-R 140 at 144-152); ú" Chíet Commissioner of Stamp
Duties (NSW v Buckle (98 ATC 4097 at 4103);
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o

is it possible for property to lack any "beneficial owne¡'? The answer is probably, yes: see
Woõ¿ Preservation Limited v Prior (supra at 376): '... for example property which is still
being administered by an executorwhich witl go eventually to the.residuary legatee'; anq
Ormlston JA in Coles Myer v Commissíoner of State Revenue (Vic) (unreported 30 April
1998, page 16); McDonald J at first instance, contra (97 ATC 4110 at 4118); but see
Nourse Ú ¡n .l Sarnsbury Ptc v O'Connor ([199f ] 1 VlJl-R 963) and Walsh J in Brían Hatch
T'imber Co (Sates) Pty Ud v FCT ((1971) 2 ATR 295);

.

is it possible for property to have two 'beneficial owners'? The answer is probably, yes:
Tokjo City fty Ltd v Commrssioner of Sfafe Taxation WA) (98 ATC 4036). That case
conóemed the meaning of 'beneficially entitled' in the WA Stamp Act 'landrich provisions'.
It is then interesting to contemplate together the concepts of 'beneficially entitled' and
"beneficial ownershþ". ls there any difference? Does it really mean that we can have
'beneficial ownership' being held by a vendor and a purchaser at the same time? lf the
question in this case was whether there had been a change of 'beneficial ownership',
would Scott J have found that there had been a change on the execution of the conditional

contract? Or is this simply a matter that as between vendor and purchaser, the purchaser is
the "beneficial ownef; but as aga¡nst all other parties, the vendor is the 'beneficial owne¡'?

.

a legal owner and an equitable owner, then does
'beneficial ownership' mean anything other than that it refers to a person having the best
right to deal with ttre property as one's own? The answer is probably, no: see Baytrust
iotdings Limited v tRC (119711 3 All ER 76 at 95-96): see Wood Preseruation Limited v
eríor ((SASI 1 Au ER 364- at 368); Dalge ty Downs Pastoral Co Pty Ltd v FC of I ((1 962) 86
CLR 335 al24'l).
¡f "beneficial ownership" can describe both

Obviously, the context in which "beneficial ownership" is used will be all important.

Others have pondered the question of the nature of 'beneficial ownership" in trying to fathom just
exactly what it is. For examPle:

o

beneficial ownership is a tegal or equitable interest but something more: Stone and Lesnie
(supra page 183);

.

beneficial ownership should not be equated with equitable ownership: Speed (supra page
46);

.

beneficial ownership may be 100% of all beneficial interests: Speed (supra page 50).

When one reads all the cases and articles, the picture that one starts to form in one's mind is
something like the following chart.

Beneficial OwnershiP
N¡I

Registered

LegalTitle
but subject
to

Statutory/
Contractual
Right

Equitable
Ownership
Equitable
lnterest

Equitab
Right

Equitable
Right

Equitable
lnterest

ere
Equity

No Beneficial Ownership

No

Registered

LegalTitle
but
enjoying
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ln this chart "beneficial ownership' is a equated with the better right of a person against someone
else to deal with property as one's own (see Dalgety Downs Pastoral Co fty Ltd v FC of T (1962)
86 CLR 335; FC of T v Casuarina Pty Ud (1 971) I 276 CLR 62) and would find favour with Nourse
LJ in J Sainsbury PIcv O'Connor([1991] MLR 9ô3 at 978):

"lt means ownership for your own benefit as opposed to ownership as trustee for another. lt
exists either where there is no division of legal and beneficial ownership or where legal
ownership is vested in one person and beneficial ownership, or which is the same thing, the
equitable interest in the property in another.'
(See also Plowman J in Baytrust Holdings Ud v IRC [19711 3 All ER 76 at 95-96; Stone and
Lesnie, supra at page 182). This is surely the case of a sole beneficiary of a trust or of the
purchaser under an incomplete, unconditional contract of sale where the sale price has been
paid. lt is probably not the case where a purchaser has not yet paid under a conditional contract

for purchase and it is certainly not the case in relation to a residuary legatee under

an

unadministered estate or the equitable mortgagee of an estate in fee simple.
But the fallacy in trying to formulate some overall logically based consistent view of the law is that
our law is only part referable to established principle or precedent and the other part is ad hocery.
That follows from the simple necessity that facts will always be diverse and judges have to fill in
the gaps while at the same time clothing themselves with the authority of precedent. There is
nothing wrong with that; that is how the common law works and must work"
But the concept cannot be allowed to go unquestioned.

A number of questions arise:
a

is'beneficial ownership" property?

a

how do you trace it?

a

how do you test a change?

a

how do you value it?

a

why use it in revenue legislation?

o

what other approaches are available?

ls it property?
Like "beneficial ownership', trying to fathom the depths and indicia of what is 'property" is an
interesting but tiresome exercise.
One has to distinguish:
a

Popular

or non-technical rights, such as the right to work (see Hepples v

Federal

Commîssioner of Taxation 90 ATC 4497 at 4512):

Personal rights, such as a right of adion in tort for damages (see Hepples cåse, supra, at
4514; Commissioner of Stamp Duties (NSW v Yeend (1929) 43 CLR 235 at 242,245: o¡
the right of a deserted wife: National Provincial Bank Limited v Ainsworth [f 965] AC I 175);
a

Proprietary rights, see McCaughey v Commissioner of Stamp Duties (1945) 46 SR (NSVV)
192 at 201) where Jordan CJ said: 'The word 'property' is used in different senses. lt may
denote either objects of propdetary rights, such as pieces of land, domesticated animals
and machines; or the proprietary rights themselves.'
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No one test has ever been found adequale. National Provincial Bank Ltd

v Ainsìtotth

([19651 AC

1175 at 1247) is often quoted:

"Before a right or an interest can be admitted into the category of property, or of a dght
affecting property, it must be definable, identifiable by third parties, capable in its nature of
assumption by third parties, and have some degree of permanence or stability'.
But at least four tests can be discemed:
a

Assignability Test

That assignability is essential: National Provincial Bank Ud v Ainsworth ([19651 AC 1175 at
pafi; but see Mason J in The Queen v Toohey, ex pañe Meneling Station Pty Ud (1982)
158 CLR 327 a1342) and rememberthalin CommL'ssioner of Stamp Duties v Yeend (1929)
43 CLR 235), lssacs J said (at 245): 'Assignability is a consequence, not a test'; note that
the requirement in Ausfell W Ud v Commissioner of State Taxation WA) (89 ATC 4905 at
4914) for a consent to the transferto be obtained was not '... an obstacle to the licence and
the rights confened by it being proprietary in nature ...'; and there is no suggestion in
lsaacs J's judgment in Yeend (supra) that the requirement of consent to any assignment
was the reason why the right there was personal but on the other hand see Chattefton v
Maclean (19511 I All ER 761 at 765-6).
a

Enforceability Test

That enforceability against third parties is enough: see National Provincíal Bank Ltd v
Ainswo¡th (supra) and Kng v David Allen & Sons Bfllposfing tfd ([19f 61 2 AC 54) which
lsaacs J said applied in Yeend's case; but see Gummow J in Hepples v Federal
Commîssíoner of Taxation (90 ATC 4497 a14545).
o

Commercial Characterisation Test

That rights become proprietary when commerce regards them as such: see Halwood
Corporation Ltd v Chief Commissioner of Stamp Duties (NSW (92 ATC 4155); but then
commerce buys and sells mining information which has been held not to be property:
Pancontinentat Miníng Ltd v Commíssioner of Stamp Dufies PId) (88 ATC 4190); cf.
Federal Commissioner of Taxation v LJnited Aírcraft Corporation (1943) 68 CLR 525 at
543) in relation to knowledge.
Repetitive or Continuing EnjoymenVExchange or Conversion into Property Test

ln the Hight Court case of Health lnsurance Commission v Peverill (1993-1994) 179 CLR
226 at 243-244) the nature of rights to Medicare benefits assigned to a pathologil was at
issue. As to the nature of those benefits, Brennan J said:

'The right so confened on assignee practitioners is not property: not only because

the right is not assignable (though that is indicative of the incapacity of a third party to
assume the right) but, more fundamentally, because a right to receive a benefit to be
paid by a statutory authority in discharge of a latutory duty is not susceptible of any
iorm oi repetitive ôr continuing enjoyment and cannot be exchanged for or converted
into any kind of property. On analysis, such a right is susceptible of enjoyment only at
the moment when the duty to pãy is discharged. lt does not have any degree of
permanence or stability. That is not a right of a proprietary nature, though the money
received when the Medícare benefit is paid answers that description.'
There seems to be tittle doubt that apptying these tests, 'beneficial ownership' can be açued to
be property and certainly property for the purpose of stamp duty legislation. For example, if the
solé beneficiary of a trust of land executed an instrument assigning the beneficiary's 'beneficial
ownership'that would be readily held by a court to be an assignment of property.
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But is that because 'beneficial ownersh¡p" has been (to use the words in National Províncial Bank
(supra)) "... admitted into the category of property' in its own right or because it cloaks the
presence of legal and/or equitable rights and interests? (see Nourse LJ in J Saínsbury (supra) at
978). ls "beneficial ownership' just a tag used loosely like 'right' or'interest' (sometimes refening
to rights or interests recognised in the law and sometimes not) or is it like 'goodwill", recognised
as property but hard to define conclusively? lt may be a description of a result rather than
something separately identifiable.

How do you trace it?
Can "beneficial ownership' be traced in the sense that if property is held on trust for the trustee of
another trust and so on through a string of trusts, can it be said that the ultimate beneficiary holds
in the bottom trust the same 'beneficial ownership" as is held by the beneficiary at the top of the
string of trusts? According to the decision in lSPf (98 ATC 4084) the answer is, yes. But what if
there is a company or a discretionary trust interposed in that string of trusts? What then? No

doubt the draftsman of legislation would then think in terms of 'underlying beneficial ownership'!

Bearing in mind that sections such as section 44A is triggered by a change in beneficial
ownership, this is no minor academic exercise. ls it possible in other words to have a change in
the beneficial ownership of the ultimate beneficiary without a change in the beneficial ownership
of the top trust? That question may be relevant to issues of valuation if not to exigibility to duty.

How do you value it?
There does not appear to be anything in the Ads or the cases to suggest that any other test than
that which normally applies is appropriate. lf the beneficial ownership of a party is held other than
pursuant to the holding of a legal interest, then no doubt the market value of that beneficial
ownership may well be less.

How do you test a change?
But how do you test a change in beneficial ownership? ln the ISPIcase, Studdert J noted the test

in Corin v Patton (1989-90) 169 CLR 540 at 579) namely where equity will not intervene to
protect an interest which could immediately be brought to an end. Where equity will not intervene
there is no change. So that is one test. But is it the only test? Where beneficial ownership is
established by reference to someone holding the legal ownership, then the Corin v Patton test is
obviously inelevant. The test of a change in beneficial ownership and the moment that the change
takes place will find fruitful debate where equity may intervene.
The test of whether a change has taken place and when it may be said to have taken plaee will
usually depend upon the extent to which legal ownership is so heavily burdened with the intrusion
of equity (for example, upon the fulfilment of a condition under a conditional contrac{ of sale:

McWilliams v McWlliams kfnes Pty Ltd (1964) 114 CLR 656; or on its waiven Pení v
Coolangatta Investments Pty Ud (1982) 149 CLR 537) that the ghost of beneficial ownership
departs the legal owner and thereafter reposes in someone else, subject to the comment made
above that, in some circumstances, beneficial ownership (like legal remainders in the l6th
century) is held by no one so that it can be regarded as'in nubibus' or 'in gremio /egis' (see
Megarry and Wade, Sth ed, 1984, Law of Real Property, page 1177) a view which would not have
found favourwith Nourse LJ in J Sainsbury PIc v O'Connor ([19911 1 ì ,1-R 963).
Accordingly, in each of the following cases because equity will not intervene, beneficial ownership
is not changed:
a

where specific performance of a contrad will be declined for reasons such as illegality or
breach of a fiduciary obligation (see Pottinger v George (1 96Ð 1 16 CLR 328);

a

there is unascertained property (see Colyton lnvestment Pty Ltd v McSorley (1962) 107
CLR 177; Chinnv Hochstrasser(1979) 1Cn44n.
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Why use "beneficial ownership" in revenue legislation?
ls there wisdom in basíng exigibility to duty or tax on such an imprecise concept? \Â/hy not define
precisely what it is that should give rise to exigibility to duty or tax? Notice that it was not thought
necessary to use such an expression in Claytons contract provisions such as section 54AB of the
Stamp Ad 1894 (ald) or the Mctorian equivalent see the Lamattina case (supra). The irony is

that if section 44A in the /SPf case had been drafred along the lines of section 54AB of the
eueensland Act, there would seem to be little doubt that duty would have been triggered (see
Suncorp Insurance and Finance v Commissioner of Stamp Duties (97 ATC 4826)). A concept of
'acquisition of an interest' is far more narow and from that reason far more precise than
"beneficial ownership" which, as has already been seen above, appears dependent upon an
examination of who has the best right against the world to treat the property as their own. (see
generally -The Stamp Duty Rewrite Project", J G Mann, Taxation in Australia (Red Edition) June
1997, Volume 5, No 5, pages 233-262).

Other approaches ava¡lable?
But what is the draftsman of a Stamp Act to do? What other approaches to ensuring duty is
colleded on /SPf case type structures are there? ls it also the case that a decision like ISPIflies
in the face of the principles set out in DKLR Holding Co (No 2) Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Stamp
Duties (NSW (1981-1982) 149 CLR 431) particularly the principle that new interels are created
on the declaration of a trust in favour of the present owne¡?
A comparison of four cases is appropriate:
DKLR Holdíng Co (No 2) Pty Ltd v Commissioner

of Stamp Dutíes (NSW (1981-1982) 149 CLR

431)

The documents consisted of a request followed by a declaration of trust and a transfer of the
relevant land to DKLR. The High Court held that all of the estate of 29 Macquarie was transfened
to DKLR and that new interests were thereafter created upon the transfer becoming effecfive.
This was not a 'change of beneficial' or'obtaining an interest" case.
Comptroller of Sfamps (Vic) vYellowco Five Pty

tfd(93 ATC 4025)

The documents were a unit trust and a transfer. M was the sole unit holder of the unit trust and
transfened land to the trustee. The court held that new interests were created but there was no
change of beneficial ownershíp; further, the transaction was outside the relevant exemption. This
was a 'change of beneficial ownershíp" case.
Suncorp Insurance and Finance v Commissioner of Stamp Duties (97 ATC 4826)

The documents were unit trusts in which Suncorp was the ultimate unit holdeG a payment was
made by Suncorp to itself to subject relevant lands to the terms of the trust structure. The court
held that there were new interests created but the relevant section did not apply where there was
a lessening of interests. This was an 'obtaining of an interest' case.
ISPT Pty Ud v Chief Commissioner

of Stamp Duties (NSW (98 ATC 4084)

The relevant documents were a unit trust together with a written offer/oral acceptance transaction.

C was the unit holder in the unit trust and entered into the written offer/oral

acceptance

transaction in relation to tand that it held. The court held that a new interest was created but there
was no change of beneficial ownership because equity would not intervene. This was a 'change
of beneficial ownership" case.
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It is interesting to contemplate what the results of each of these cases may have been when each
is judged against the principles applicable in the others. For example:
o

DKLR: 'change of beneficial ownership'sect¡on would not have rendered the transaction to
duty (because equity would not have intervened?) but an 'obtaining of interesl' section
would have (M obtained new interest?) (see however Stone and Lesnie (supra) at page
185);

a

Yellowco: an 'obtaining of an interest' section would have applied (because M obtained a
new interest?);

a

o

Suncorp: a 'change of beneficial ownership' section would have applied (because equity
would have intervened?);
ISPT: an 'obtaining of an interest" section would have applied (because ISPT obtained a
new interest?).

Documents

DKLR

Request

M/Tfr

Obtained
an interest

Result

N/A

N/A

Duty on DÆ

Yes

No

N/A

Duty

Acquisition

Yes

N/A

No

No duty
section

- outside

-

Yes

No

N/A

No duty
sec{ion

- outside

"- D/T

-

Yellowco

Unit Trust & M/Tfr

Suncorp

Trusts

ISPT

-

Unit Trust & W/O

o/A

New

Change in

lnterests?

Beneficial
Ownership

Yes

- outside
exemption

So, what does one deduce from this? You can say that:
a

new equitable interests are created on a transfer of property to a transferee holding for the
transfero¡l

o

but that effeds no change in benefìcia! ownership;

a

nor may it be within an 'obtaining of an interest' section

How then should exigibility to duty proceed? Probably by:
c

a

ensuring the test is not 'beneficial ownership'; its 'now you see it, now you
makes it an inadequate test of exigibility;

ensuring the test is 'obtaining an interest' but draft
lo suncorp (supra);

dont' attribute

it along the lines of the Queensland

answer

"5448(1)

(a)

This section applies to:
a transaction or acquisition, other than an acquisition of a business where the
acquirer of the business is obliged to make up a statement under sec{ion
544, which results in a person obtaining an estate or interest in any real
property in Queensland or any land in Queensland held under a lease from
the Crown or any livestock or moveable chattels acquired in the same
transaction or acquisition whereby the person acquired that estate or interest
in real property or leasehold estate;
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(c)

a transaction that:

(D

involves a person who has an estate or interest in property of a kind
mentioned in ParagraPh (a); and

(¡D

(1AB)

results in a trust restriction being imposed on, or removed from, the
person in relation to the property.

For subsection (1)(c), a trust restriction is imposed on a person in relation to
property in which the person has an estate or interest if:

(a)

the person's estate or interest is held othen¡¡ise than as truslee and the
person starts to hold the estate or interest as trustee; or

(b)

the person's estate or interest is held as trustee of a trust and the
person starts to hold the estate or interest as trustee of another trust"

For subsection (1)(c), a trust restriction is removed from a person in relation
to property in which the person has an estate or interest if the person's estate
or interest is held as trustee of a trust and the person stops holding the estate
or interest as trustee of the trust.'

(1 Ac)

'Beneficial ownership" ís most times used to mean no more than the ability of someone (A) to
enjoy something to the exclusion of someone else (B). Since A's ability to do so will usually be
betãuse A has at the same time some right (egal or equitable) to enjoy it, "beneficial ownership"
may take on the usual attributes of property. But if A's ability is only that of direding what happens
to something, then that stage is not reached. 'Beneficial ownership" is an imprecise concept of
dubious meaning usually cloaking legal or equitable interest(s) bestowing rights of enjoyment on
their holder(s). lt should never be used in revenue legislation.

PART 4 - RULINGS: ARE THEY NOT BINDING?
The scene is a familiar one. A transaction is being put together. What are the stamp duty
implications? Perhaps it is a question as to whether a 'change of beneficial ownership' section
wili be triggered! So the parties instruct their lawyers to seek a ruling of the relevant Office of
State Revenue. Although there are in some of the Acts provisions enabling parties to obtain a
statutory private binding ruling from the relevant Commissioner (eg section 49CC0 or section
56FC of the Stamp Act 1894 (aH)) and although there are some rulings acknowledging that
application can in some cases be made to obtain a ruling on a certain document before it is
executed (eg Queensland SD 4), by and large the decision to seek and to thereafter rely on a
private non-binding ruling from the Commigsioner is fraught with some anxiety. \Mll the
Commissioner change his mind? Wtrat happens to the parties if he does?

Estoppel available?
Essentially, there are two issues:

.

can a Commissioner be estopped from assessing otherwise than in accordance with a
private ruling;

o

if the Commissioner does, can the Commissioner be liabte for damages for doing so?
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Matríx Securifies v Inland Revenue Commissioner([1994] I ALL ER 679) is support forthe
proposition that the Commissioner can in appropriate cases be estopped" ln the couÉe of his
judgment, Lord Browne-Wilkinson stated (at 791):

-

'lt

is the statutory fundion of the Revenue to colled the taxes which Parliament has
legislated are to be payable. The tax liability which any given transaction attracts can only
be determined by the courts afrer the transaction has been canied through but the financial
liability of many transactions depend on its tax repercussions. Therefore taxpayers
frequently need to know the tax consequence of a transaclion before carrying it through. To
meet this need, the Revenue are prepared in certain circumstances to give advance
assurances as to the tax repercussions of a transac{ion so that the parties can proceed with
comfort. The practice is of the greatest benefit to the taxpayers and it would not be in the
public interest to discontinue it.
It is now established that, in certain circumstances, it is an abuse of power for the Revenue

to seek to extract tax contrary to an advance clearance given by the Revenue. ln such
circumstances, the taxpayers can by way of judicial review apply for an order preventing the
Revenue from seeking to enforce the tax legislation in a sense contrary to the assurance
given. But the courts can only restrain the Revenue from carrying out their duties to enforce
taxation obligations imposed by legislation when assurances given by the Revenue make it

unfair to contend for a different tax consequence, as a result of which unfaimess the
exercise of their statutory powers by the Revenue would constitute an abuse of powers'.

It should also be recalled that in Robertson v Mínister of Pensions ([19491 1 KB 227), Lord
Denning (at 231) said:

'The Crown cannot escape by saying that estoppels do not bind the Crown for that dodrine
has long been exposed".

f

Further, in Atkînson v FC of (95 ATC 4770), the court held that an injuncÍion could apply in
relevant proceedings against the Commissioner for a breach of representation.
The decision in AGC lnvestments Limited v FC of T (91 ATC 4180) is certainly not authority to the
contrary when one looks at the decision in detail. ln that case Hill J isolated the elements of an
estoppel as follows:
a

a representation
taxpayeç

a

the taxpayer being induced to act in a particular way because of the representation;

a

the taxpayer being liable to suffer such a determent from the Commissioner departing from
the representation as to make it unconscionable to permit the Commissioner to do so"

of existing and future fads being made by the Oommissioner to the

While in that case it was held by Hill J that it would not be unconscionable or unconseientious for
the Commissioner to depart from previous conduct in the case before him, it is suggested that in
other circumstances the Commissione¡'s conduct could be unconscionable or unconscientious
and estoppel would apply. ln the course of his judgment, Hill J said (at 4195):

'lt

is difficult to see what detriment the applicant is said to have sustained, particularly when
its assets have been increased by the tax properly exigible which it has not had to outlay.
\tVhy is il either unconscionable or unconscientious for the Commissioner having assessed
upon a wrong basis, to depart from that oourse and assess on e corecl basis? To me, the
question is unanswerable, otherthan to say it is not.

The last queslion merely reflects the reasons why there is no room for the doc{rine of
estoppel operating to preclude the Commissioner of Taxation from pursuing his statutory
duty to assess tax in accordance with the law.'
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The decision in FC of T v Wade ((1951) 84 CLR 105) is similarly inelevant to the present
discussion in that the plaintiff had sought to plead estoppel by conduct because the
Commissioner had sought to conect a previous eroneous assessment.

OSR liable in damages?
Where however the assessment issues contrary to the previous advice of the Commissioner,
IJnitan Hotdings Pty Ltd v Kerín (1992) ATPR tl41-169), L Shaddock and Associates Pty Ud v
panamatta Clty Councit (198f -1982) 150 CLR 225) and Mutual Life and CÎtizen's Assurance Co
Ltd v Evatt (f b6B) 122 CLR 556 at 571) (followed in Tîlly v Toowoomba City Councíl (1996) 69
LGRA 399) ãppeared to be clear authority that damages are payable by the Commissioner for
breach of the'd-uty of care where it knows the taxpayers will rely on the answers provided by the
Commissionen (éee also Woodtands y Permanent Trustee Co,' Eass v Permanent Trustee Co;
Conca v Permanent Trustee Co (1996) ATPR ff41-509, Meadow Gem Pty Ud v A1llZ Executors
and Trustee Co Ltd (1994) ATPR f46-130, Reed lntemational Books Australia Pty Ud (Trading as
Butterwofths) v Kng & Prior Pty Ltd (1993) 11 ACLC 923, Noñhem Tenitory of Australia v Mengel
(1ees) 12e ALR 1).

Freedom of lnformat¡on legislation helpful?
It may be possible in some cases with some provisions of Freedom of lnformation legislation in
some of the states to be helPful.
For example, section 8 of the Freedom of lnformation Act 1982 (Vic) requires 'an agency" to
make available to the public, copies of documents used by the agency:

"(a)

in making decisions or recommendations, or in providing advice to persons outside
the agenõy, with respect to rights, privileges or benefits, or to obligations, penalties or
other detriments, to or for which persons are or may be entitled, eligible or subject,
being

-

0

documents containing inteçretations or particulars of Ads or schemes
administered by the agency, not being particulars contained in anotherAct; or

(ii)

manuals, rules of procedure, statements of policy, records of decisions, letters
of advice to persons outside the agency, or similar documents containing rules,
policies, guidelines, pradices or precedents; and

(b) in enforcing Ads or schemes administered by the agency where a member of the
public migñt Ue directly affeded by that enforcement, being documents containing
information on the procedures to be employed or the objectives to be pursued in the
enforcement of the Ads or schemes.'

Section 9 then provides:
'VVhere under section 8 any agency is required to make available a document containing
rule, policy, guideline or praôtice relãting to a fundion of the agency and the agency falls

-

(a)
(b)

to make the document available; or
g
to include the document in a statement required to be published under section

-

before the time at which the person did or omitted to do any acl or thing relevant to the
performance of that fundion in retation to him (whether or not the time allowed for
þublication of a statement in respect of the documeñt na¿ expired) that person shall not be
iubject to any detriment by reason only of the apptication of that rule, policy, guideline or
practice, where the knowledge of thai rute, policy, guideline or practice he could have
avoided the detriment lawfully.'
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Legislation in the other states and teritories which can be compared with these provisions are
Freedom lnformation Ad 1992 (Qld), Freedom of lnformation Act 1992 (WA), Freedom of
lnformation Act 1991 (SA), Freedom of lnformation Act 1989 (ACT), Freedom of lnformation Act
1989 (NS![D. But this legislation is not in the same terms as the Victorian legislation.
It may be possible in some cases for a taxpayerto avail themselves of the protection in section g.

